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THE NATURAL MOMENT

See preceding pages

Juvenile eels, though far from mi-

croscopic, are nearly invisible.

The leptocephalus, or eel larva,

pictured here measured about eight

inches long, two inches high, and a

few millimeters thick. Peter Her-

ring, a marine biologist based in

Southampton, England, noticed

this leaf-shaped dainty while sort-

ing through a slithering mass of

aquatic animals brought to the sur-

face of the western Pacific Ocean.

He first saw what he describes as a

three-dimensional, mobile "space"

among the other deep-sea feeders

caught in the trawl. Then he spot-

ted an eye. He quickly pho-

tographed the pellucid larva as it

was turning opaque in the open air.

An eel larva's transparent quali-

ties—the ultimate camouflage

—

depend on a host of physiological

features. Being paper-thin helps, as

does having a body made mosdy of

gelatinous material. The muscle

cells, seen here as vertical wavy

lines, help minimize the amount of

light that might be reflected froin

the eel to a predator's eye. The eel's

gut, curving along the bottom of

the larva, is harder to disguise, es-

pecially after a meal. Some eel lar-

vae trail an external gut behind

them as a makeshift solution.

Eels are sHppery things to study,

and not just because of their re-

markable transparency early in Ufe.

Adults—even freshwater eels

—

spawn in the ocean, and soon die.

And the hatchUngs, which in cer-

tain species can grow for years be-

fore metamorphosing, often have

no known adult counterpart. Such
is the case with the larva in the

photograph, tentatively identified

by several ichthyologists as Thalcis-

setichelys coheni. —Erin Espelie
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UP FRONT

For the Sake of the Kids

For some people, April is the month of fools and showers and

cruelty; for me, it will always be the month of a kids' game.

Never mind that this year's calendar moves baseball's opening

day into late March; April is the real beginning of the Major League

season, not to mention the month when the grass seeded in the fall

gets its first real trial by cleats, and the shouts of children stir winter's

lethargy out of the diamonds.

Baseball is a game of biomechanics, which makes it fair game for

our regular columnist Adam Summers ("A Fly in the Curveball,"

page 36). Received wisdom. Summers says, has it that even if a batter

is lucky enough to smash a curveball in the sweet spot, the fly will

never outdistance a similarly hit fastball. According to my seventeen-

year-old son, Robinson, though, "everybody knows" that's nonsense:

an incoming curveball has the proper spin to get an extra kick in the

same direction from a sHght undercut by the bat. How satisfying to

have Summers report that Robinson's intuition is just right: the spin

on a well-hit curveball can lift it out of a ballpark, whereas a fastball,

tagged with the same optimum swing, could get caught.

Space travel is another gaine for kids as well as for grownups

—

though the kids get to enjoy it as a simple fantasy, without having to

worry about the opportunity costs on Earth. Following President

Bush's announcement of revisions to the space program, Neil deGrasse

Tyson felt compelled to weigh in on the question of "robots vs.

humans" in space ("Launching the Right Stuff," page 16). His

conclusion: robots should be sent to do science, but human explorers

win be essential to get kids excited about becoming scientists.

Most of the time I'm no fan of "virtual reality," but for interstellar

travel, virtual may be the only way to go. Several months ago a few

of us at Natural History attended a preview of the Digital Universe at

the American Museum of Natural History, a stunning re-envisioning

of our three-dimensional place in space, for kids of every age. Brian

Abbott, Carter Ermnart, and Ryan Wyatt describe this breakthrough

educational tool in "Virtual Universe" (page 44); here's a project

done "for the sake of the kids" that benefits us all.

Two of our regular contributors have earned special recognition

for their work. Adam Summers has won a kind of Oscar-by-

proxy for his work as a scientific consultant on the movie Finding

Nemo, which won this year's Oscar for Best Animated Feature Film.

"Ifyou stay to the very, very end of Nemo," Summers told me, "you

win see your biomechanics columnist credited. I . . . am very pleased

with how it came out. The Pixar [Animation Studios] folks are truly

interested in using scientific truth as a backdrop for their stories."

Neil Tyson, when he isn't sharing his enthusiasm about the cosmos,

will be helping NASA determine its long-term priorities in space. He
was recendy appointed to sei-ve on President Bush's Commission on

Implementation of United States Space Exploration Policy.—Peter Brown
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CONTRIBUTORS

Aboard the German research vessel Sonne, Peter Herring
and his colleagues were examining a haul trawled from the Pa-

cific Ocean off the coast of Hawai'i, when they spied the eerie

creature featured this month in "The Natural Moment" (page

4). A marine biologist and recently retired professor at the

Southampton Oceanography Centre in England, the aptly

named Dr. Herring studies the physiology and ecology of

deep-sea animals, with an emphasis on methods for improving their Hve capture

and collection. His most recent book, Tlie Biology of the Deep Ocean, was pub-

lished by Oxford University Press in 2002.

Marten Sorensen ("Supercrop," page 38) has spent twenty years investigating

the history, adaptability, and economic potential ofyam beans,

indigenous Latin American tubers of the genus Pachyrhizus, of

which the best known species is the jicama. Sorensen is the

founder and project coordinator of the Yam Bean Project, and

head of the Botanical Section of the Department ofEcology at

the Royal Veterinary and Agricultural University, in the mu-
nicipality of Frederiksberg in Copenhagen, Denmark.

"Virtual Universe" (page 44) is a product of teamwork, much like the Digital

Universe atlas, the project the authors helped develop for the Rose Center for

Earth and Space, at the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH) in

f^^H^
mPH^ (far left), a data analyst in the De-

^HK^J. —<i<8» partment of Astrophysics and Hay-

l^^^gyK; '^jj^V den Planetarium, oversees the de-

/j^^H^^n ^^^^Bj velopment and distribution of the

'-i^^HIMBBfc.^ii^^M adas. Carter Emmart (center left)

is a member of the original NASA-funded Digital Galaxy Project, which rede-

fined AMNH's science presentations for the public. He is now the Rose Cen-
ter's Director of Astrovisualization for Production and Education. Ryan
Wyatt worked on planetarium productions for more than a dozen years be-

fore becoming the Rose Center's Science Visualizer.

A second-generation Japanese American born and raised in Chicago, Takeyuki
TsUDA ("No Place to Call Home," page 50) traveled both to South America and

Asia to learn about the lives of the 280,000 Japanese BraziUans

who work in Japan. That fieldwork was the basis for Tsuda's

doctoral dissertation in anthropology, as well as for his book
Strangers in the Ethnic Homeland: Japanese Brazilian Return Mi-

gration in Transnational Perspective (Columbia University Press,

2003). Tsuda is associate director of the Center for Compara-
tive Immigration Studies at the University of CaHfornia, San

Diego, in La JoUa. He is currently documenting the struggle of immigrants for

rights and social services in Japan, Korea, and Spain.
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LETTERS

For Richer or Poorer

In his review of Paul

Farmer's Pathologies of Power

["Why Must the Poor Be

Sick?" 2/04], Jeffrey D.

Sachs doesn't seem to

understand what structural

violence is. It is an injury

imposed on people by a

social, political, and eco-

nomic system, enforced by

law or custom. Slavery is

the classic example. The
low prices paid for Haitian

sugar, the low wages paid

in Haitian sweatshops, and

U.S interference in the

affairs of Haiti—which has

the effect of keeping the

country poor for the

benefit of U.S. corpora-

tions—constitute a more

modern example.

Mr. Sachs argues that,

in general, the rich are

not getting richer, and the

poor, poorer. But rich and

poor are relative terms,

and the gap between them
is steadily increasing.

The battles of the poor

countries to get affordable

AIDS medications show

how the interests of the

poor countries conflict with

those of the rich. Both

Messrs. Farmer and Sachs

seem to think that by instill-

ing "a deep sense of mutual

obligation between rich and

poor," charitable efforts can

succeed. But when you

look at the big tax cuts for

the rich, and the imposition

of "structural adjustment

programs" on the poorer

countries, you see how
siUy that idea is. Capitahsts

will never contribute the

necessary means to really

fight poverty and disease in

the world.

Richard Vineski

Wappingers Falls, New York

According to Jeflrey Sachs,

one of the main themes

persuasively argued in Paul

Farmer's book is that "the

poor are not the victims of

their sins, but of their cir-

cumstances." Better to say

they are victims of igno-

rance. Instead of demand-

ing that U.S. taxpayers cure

all the "poor" people of

disease in distant lands, why
don't we teach them sanita-

tion and birth control?

Mr. Sachs further agrees

that "the poor can be sue-

"Whatever happened to privacy?"

cessfully treated and cured

of disease" and that "the

human rights community
should be defending the

rights of the poor to

health." May I ask, at

whose expense? One.per-

son's rights stop when they

infringe on another's.

American taxpayers can-

not take care of the whole
world.

Treva Kelley Courier

Kevil, Kentucky

Jeffi\£y D. Sachs replies:

In response to Richard

'Vineski, I do understand

what structural violence

means. My point is that it is

not a general explanation of

extreme poverty. Nor is it

true as a general principle

that the rich are getting

richer and the poor are get-

ting poorer, either relatively

or absolutely. In both China

and India, for instance, the

number of the extreme

poor has been dramatically

reduced in recent years.

Poverty does not have a sin-

gle cause or a single pattern.

There are indeed places

characterized by structural

violence. There are many
other places where people

are trapped by extreme

poverty that is much better

explained by various factors

ofhuman ecology—disease

ecology, the loss of soil

nutrients, geographical iso-

lation, and so on—than it is

by structural violence. Both

Paul Farmer and I agree

that the rich countries have

not only an enlightened

self-interest in helping the

world's poor but also an

international obligation to

do so, an obhgation that

they have stated repeatedly

but not fulfilled.

Those considerations are

of course relevant in re-

sponding to Treva Kelley

Courter. The U.S. and other

rich countries have repeat-

edly acknowledged a re-

sponsibility to help the

world's poor. To paraphrase

OUver Wendell Holmes Jr.,

who said that "taxes are

what we pay for civilized so-

ciety," donor-country sup-

port for the world's poorest

countries is part of the price

we pay for a civihzed world.

It is a small effort worth

making ifwe want to avoid

a descent into widespread

anarchy, terrorism, pan-

demics of global disease, and

other avoidable calamities.

Beetlemania

In his "Biomechanics"

column ["Like Water Off

a Beetle's Back," 2/04],

Adam Summers cites inves-

tigators who suggest that a

surface mimicking a long-

legged Namib beetle's back

would be a useful means to

collect fog. But in our

vie^v, a sohd surface will

not prove the most effective

design. Fog droplets are

blown around any sohd

structure. Existing fog col-

lectors are made with an

inexpensive, porous poly-

propylene mesh that has

proved highly efficient.

Robert S. Schemenauer

Executive Director, FogQuest

Tlwriihill, Ontario

As a resident of Berkeley,

California, where summer-
time fog is a daily phe-

nomenon, and as a plant

biologist who has been in-

vestigating the role of fog

water for coastal redwood
trees, I've come to appreci-

ate the ways both animals

and plants "harvest" fog.

We've recently learned that

redwood leaves not only

capture but also absorb fog.

When the fog collected by

redwood needles drips to

the soil, it can provide be-

tween 30 and 50 percent of

all a forest's annual water

supply.

Todd E. Dawson

University of California,

Berkeley

Adam Summers replies:

In spite of what Robert S.

Schemenauer says, it seems

premature to guess that the

efficiency of collecting fog

droplets is lower in flat pan-

els than in netting. No
doubt many droplets never
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get close enough to the sur-

face of the panel to adhere,

but then, many droplets

pass through the holes in

the netting. Orientation

and surface shape should

have a marked effect on

droplet capture rates, and

any comparison of the two

technologies would have to

consider maintenance and

ease of installation.

I thank Todd E. Dawson
for providing the example

of the redwood trees. I sus-

pect that a combination of

hydrophobic and hydrophilic

surfaces will prove to be a

widespread device for cap-

turing fog droplets in both

plants and animals.

Snap Judgments
In "Underwater Urbanites"

[12/03-1/04], J.
Emmett

Duffy describes Darwin's

problem with social insect

species in which most indi-

viduals are sterile. Mr.

Duffy then goes on to dis-

cuss WiUiam D. Hamilton's

"animal altruism" explana-

tion, based on the fact that

"the sterile workers, which

are almost exclusively fe-

male, are more closely re-

lated to their sisters than

they would be to their own
offspring (if they had any)."

But that explanation has

always left me vaguely dis-

satisfied. It seems to me
that the only real players of

the Dai-winian game in,

say, an ant colony, are the

queen and any males she

mates with. So why is it

fitter for those individuals

to produce so many sterile

offspring than it is to con-

centrate on producing only

fertile offspring?

Andrew Raybould

Irmngton, New York

J. Emmett Duffy replies:

Hamilton's fundamental

—

and revolutionary—insight

(foreshadowed by Darwin)

was that producing offspring

is not the only way to get

ahead in the Darwinian

game. Ample empirical re-

search has confirmed his

theory that, under certain

circumstances, a gene pro-

moting behavior that en-

hances reproduction of close

relatives can increase m fre-

quency in the population

even if it reduces the direct

reproduction of its bearer.

Yet the question of what

promotes sterility—techni-

cally, the lack of reproduc-

tion—still defies a simple,

general answer. In particular

cases the sterility in workers

can be attributed to incest

avoidance, aggressive domi-

nance by breeders, or even

communal poHcing by

other workers whose "in-

terests" are iU served if their

sisters reproduce.

AMENDN4ENT: The Web
address for a report about

the global trade in fishes

was given incorrectly

("Finding Nemo," by

Melanie L.J. Stiassny, 3/04).

The correct address is

\AAA/w.unep-wcmc.org/

resources/publications/

WCMC^Aquarium.pdf

Natural History i e-mail

address is nhmag@natural

historymag.com
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ICE AGE SIBERIANS
The verified human history of eastern

Siberia just got 1 6,000 years longer.

Several hundred hiiles north of the Arc-

tic Circle, along one of northeast Asia's

largest rivers, a team led by Vladimir V.

Pituiko, an archaeologist at the Institute

for the History of Material Culture in

Saint Petersburg, Russia, recently discov-

ered a 30,000-year-old encampment

—

almost twice as old as the next-oldest

known Arctic settlement. The team has

unearthed stone tools, animal bones

showing signs of butchering and cook-

ing, and spear shafts made from woolly

rhinoceros horn and mammoth tusk.

Plant and pollen remains suggest

the region was probably dominated

by large expanses of floodplain

meadow—an attractive landscape for

plant eaters such as bison, hare, and

reindeer. Whether the people at the

site were permanent residents or

seasonal hunters is unclear, but to

some investigators their mere pres-

ence indicates that people had al-

ready habituated to a cold climate.

More important, it raises the possibil-

ity that people were poised to cross

the Bering land bridge to North

America earlier than commonly be-

lieved—well before the height of the

last ice age, 20,000 years ago. ("The

Yana RHS site: Humans in the Arctic

before the last glacial maximum,"

Science 303:52-56, January 2, 2004)

—Kenneth D. Kostel

Palliative or Poison?
Vultures, the quintessential garbage

collectors, were a familiar sight in

South Asia just a decade ago—partic-

by the ingestion of something toxic.

Arsenic, cadmium, copper, lead,

mercury, pesticides, viruses, other in-

fections—you name it, they

tested for it and ruled it out.

The actual culprit was a sub-

stance frequently present in

the carcasses of dead live-

stock, the vultures' normal

food source.

Nowadays, sick buffalo,

cattle, and goats are often

given diclofenac, a non-

steroidal anti-inflammatory

drug that has become avail-

able in Pakistan in the past

five years. Virtually every

veterinarian and drug retailer

sells it. Oaks and his team

ularly the Oriental white-backed vul- say the drug is the reason not merely

ture, Gyps bengalensis. But sometime for isolated cases of poisoning

in the 1 990s they began dying off at among scavengers, but for the near

an alarming rate. So J. Lindsay Oaks, a disappearance of the entire G. ben-

veterinarian at Washington State Uni- ga/ensis species from the Indian sub-

Vukures are vanishing from the Indian subcontinent

versity in Pullman, and a team of col-

leagues decided to do a few hundred

necropsies in Pakistan. What they

found was widespread evidence of

acute kidney failure, probably caused

continent. ("Diclofenac residues as

the cause of vulture population de-

cline in Pakistan," Nature 427:

630-32, February 12,2004)

—Stephan Reebs

Evolutionary Circles

According to Dollo's law—an evolution-

ary maxim named after the nineteenth-

century Belgian paleontologist Louis

Dollo, and much favored by the late

Stephen Jay Gould—complex physical

features lost during evolution are sel-

dom regained. Why? Well, presumably,

once a gene no longer gives rise to

a characteristic, natural selection no

longer exercises quality control on

the gene. Eventually the gene gets

swamped by mutations. Transformed

beyond recognition, it cannot fulfill its

earlier function.

There are three possible exceptions

to the pattern: First, after the old gene

disappears, a brand-new gene with the

same function might evolve elsewhere

in the genome. Second, the gene might

be co-opted for some other function,

thereby remaining sufficiently un-

changed to resume its old role later.

Third, the gene might remain functional

at the larval stage of life, though no

longer useful in adulthood. In that case,

a simple change in timing could shift the

lost feature back from larva to adult.

Rachel Collin of the Smithsonian

Tropical Research Institute in Panama

City, Panama, and Roberto Cipriani of

Simon Bolivar University in Caracas,

Venezuela, have just provided the first

good example of the third scenario by

reconstructing the evolutionary tree of

nearly a hundred species in the limpet

family Calyptraeidae. The coiled shell

that covered the ancestor of most of

those species lost its coiling between

65 million and 99 million years ago,

and so most limpet species now have

a conical or somewhat hat-shaped

shell. But 40 million to 80 million

years later, the shell of one species

regained the coil. Key to Collin and

Cipriani's argument is the fact that

many calyptraeid larvae still have a

coiled shell, even though the adults

do not. ("Dollo's law and the re-

evolution of shell coiling," Proceed-

ings of the Royal Society of London B

270:2551-55, December 22, 2003)

—S.R.
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All in the Family

Raffles/a, a plant genus native to the

jungles of Southeast Asia, is notorious for

its flowers, the largest in the world. A
Rafflesia flower can' be as broad as three

feet across and weigh close to twenty

pounds. The plant is also completely para-

sitic. Lacking leaves, roots, and stems of

its own, it depends on its host, a grape-

vine, for nutrients as well as for water

Except when flowering, it lives inside the

vine. Rafflesia's most memorable feature,

though, is that its enormous blossom

stinks of rotting flesh, the better to lure the

carrion flies that pollinate it. What on Earth

are its evolutionary origins?

That mystery may finally have been

solved by Todd J. Barkman, a botanist at

Western Michigan University in Kalamazoo,

and his colleagues, who have

devised a family tree built from

ninety-five likely relatives. Their ap-

proach was based on an analysis of

mitochondrial, rather than nuclear,

DNA—the latter changes so rapidly

in Rafflesia that it proves of little

use to genetic studies. Rafflesia's

cousins turn out to be such modest

blossoms as the passionflower, the

poinsettia, and the tiny, fragrant

violet; a few relatives are vines. Per-

haps, say the investigators, there's

something about the close contact

between vines and the plants they

entwine that fosters parasitism. ("Mitochon

drial DNA sequences reveal the photosyn-

thetic relatives of Rafflesia, the world's

Get a whiff of this!

largest flower," Proceedings of the National

Academy of Sciences 101:787-92, January

20, 2004) —S.R.

YOU TAKE THE MUSCLES, I'LL TAKE THE EARS
Geneticists are fond of pointing out that the

DNA of people and chimpanzees is nearly 99

percent identical [see "Searching for Your Inner

Chimp, " by Carl Zimmer, December 2002/Jan-

uary 2003]. Explaining the manifest differences

has become something of a cottage industry.

What accounts for the elaborate verbal skills of

humans, our technological proficiency, our abil-

ity to contemplate our own humanity?

Now Andrew G. Clark, a population geneti-

cist at Cornell University in Ithaca, New York,

and his colleagues have weighed in with a

comparative study of more than 7,600 human

and chimpanzee gene sequences that have a

common origin but have been diverging as the

two species have evolved. Any divergence

could result from random mutation, but accel-

erated divergence suggests the operation of

natural selection—the emergence and preser-

vation of advantageous characteristics. Clark

and his team aimed to identify the latter

So what's been briskly diverging? To some

extent, the genes that facilitate differing

lifestyles. In chimpanzees, rapidly changing

genes include the ones that encode embry-

onic muscle, bone, and connective tissue, as

well as skeletal structure in adults. In people,

notable modifications have taken place in the

genes for smelling and hearing, for instance.

Clark and his colleagues speculate that an

increasingly fine-tuned sense of hearing has

assisted humans in the comprehension of spo-

ken language. ("Inferring nonneutral evolution

from human-chimpanzee-mouse orthologous

gene trios," Science 302:1960-63, December

1 2, 2003) —Aimee Cunningham

Cryptic Creatures

Only three of these pictures are close-ups of the same animal. Which one doesn't belong?

(Answer on page 71)

Feeling Pressured

Several hours before tropical storm

Gabrielle struck Florida's Gulf Coast

on September 14, 2001, all the

juvenile blacktip sharks living in a

shallow coastal nursery in Terra Ceia

Bay moved to deeper—and safer

—

waters offshore. Michelle R. Heupel

and her colleagues from the Mote

Marine Laboratory in Sarasota

painstakingly ruled out possible

reasons for the sharks' collective

departure—the noise of heavy rain-

fall, the decline in the bay's salinity,

increased wind speed, abnormal

tides. The only environmental cue

that truly coincided with the depar-

ture time was a sudden drop in

barometric pressure. That finding is

the first behavioral evidence that

some sharks (and perhaps other

coastal species) come equipped

with an internal barometer, enabling

them to anticipate storms and hurri-

canes. ("Running before the storm:

Blacktip sharks respond to falling

barometric pressure associated with

Tropical Storm Gabrielle," Journal

of Fish 8/o/ogy 63:1357-63,

November 2003) —S.R.
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Launching the Pdght Stuff

Wlio (or what) will make the better space explorer:

robot or human being?

By Neil deGrasse Tyson

David Wojnarowicz, Science Lesson, 1981-82

More than a year has passed

since the space shuttle

Columbia broke into pieces

over central Texas. This past January

President Bush announced a long-

term program of space exploration

that would return human beings to

the Moon, and thereafter send them
to Mars and beyond. As this magazine

goes to press, the twin Mars Explo-

ration Rovers, Spirit and Opportu-

nity, are wowing the scientists and en-

gineers at the rovers' birthplace

—

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory

(JPL)—with their skills as robotic

field geologists. JPL's official rover

Web site (marsrovers.jpl.nasa.gov/) is

being stampeded by visitors.

The confluence of these and other

events resurrects a perennial debate:

with two shuttle failures out of 112

missions, and the astronomical ex-

pense of the manned space program,

can sending people into space be jus-

tified, or should robots do the job

alone? Or, given society's sociopoliti-

cal ailments, is space exploration

something we simply cannot afford to

pursue? As an astrophysicist, as an ed-

ucator, and as a citizen, I must speak

my mind on these issues.

Modern societies have been send-

ing robots into space since 1957, and

people since 1961. Fact is, it's vastly

cheaper to send robots: in most cases,

a fiftieth the cost of sending people.

Robots don't much care how hot or

cold space gets; give them the right

lubricants, and they'll operate in a

vast range of temperatures. They don't

need elaborate life-support systems,

either. Robots can spend long periods
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of rime moving around and among the

planets, more or less unfazed by ioniz-

ing radiarion. They do not lose bone

mass from prolonged exposure to

weightlessness, because, ofcourse, they

are boneless. Nor do they have hy-

giene needs. You don't even have to

feed them. Best of all, once they've

fmished their jobs, they won't com-
plain ifyou don't bring them home.

So ifmy only goal in space is to do

science, and I'm thinking strictly in

terms of the scientific return on my
dollar, I can think of no justification

for sending people into space. I'd

rather send the fifty robots.

But there's a flip side to this argu-

ment. Unlike even the most talented

modern robots, a person is endowed

with the abihty to make serendipitous

discoveries that arise from a lifetime of

experience. Until the day arrives

when bioneurophysiological com-
puter engineers can do a human-brain

download on a robot, the most we can

expect of the robot is to look for what

it has already been programmed to

find. A robot—which is, after all, a

machine for embedding human ex-

pectations in hardware and software

—

cannot fully embrace revolutionary

scientific discoveries. And those are

the ones you don't want to miss.

In the old days, people generally

pictured robots as a hunk of hard-

ware with a head, neck, torso, arms,

and legs—or maybe some wheels to

roU around on. They could be talked

to, and would talk back (sounding, of

course, robotic). The standard robot

looked more or less like a person. The
fussbudget character C3PO, from the

Star Wars movies, is a perfect example.

Even when a robot doesn't look

humanoid, its handlers might present

it to the public as a quasi-living thing.

Each of NASA's Mars rovers, for in-

stance, is described in JPL press pack-

ets as having "a body, brains, a 'neck

and head,' eyes and other 'senses,' an

arm, 'legs,' and antennas for 'speak-

ing' and 'listening.'" On February 5,

2004, according to the status reports,

"Spirit woke up earlier than normal

today ... in order to prepare for its

memory 'surgery.'" On the 19th the

rover remotely examined the rim and

surrounding soil of a crater dubbed

Bonneville, and "after all this work.

Spirit took a break with a nap lasting

slightly more than an hour."

In spite of all this anthropomor-

phism, it's pretty clear that a robot can

have any shape: it's simply an auto-

mated piece of machinery that ac-

complishes a task—either by repeating

an action faster or more reliably than

the average person can, or by perforin-

ing an action that a person, relying

solely on the five senses, would be un-

able to accomplish. Robots that paint

cars on assembly lines don't look much
like people. The Mars rovers look a bit

like toy flatbed trucks, but they can

grind a pit in the surface of a rock,

mobflize a combination microscope-

camera to examine the freshly exposed

surface, and determine the rock's chem-

ical composition—just as a geologist

might do in a laboratory on Earth.

It's worth noring, by the way, that

even a human geologist doesn't go it

alone. Unaided by some kind of equip-

ment, a person cannot grind down the

surface of a rock; that's why a field ge-

ologist carries a hammer. To analyze a

rock further, the geologist deploys an-

other kind of apparatus, one that can

determine its chemical composition.

Therein lies a conundrum. Almost all

the science likely to be done in an alien

environment would be done by some

piece of equipment. Field geologists on

Mars would schlep it on their daily

strolls across a Martian crater or out-

crop, where they might take measure-

ments of the soil, the rocks, the terrain,

and the atmosphere. But ifyou can get

a robot to do the schlepping and de-

ploy all the same instruments, why
send a field geologist to Mars at all?

One good reason is the geologist's

common sense. Each Mars rover

is designed to move for about ten sec-

onds, then stop and assess its immedi-

ate surroundings for twenty seconds,

move for another ten seconds, and so

on. If the rover moved any faster, or
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moved without stopping, it might

stumble on a rock and tip over, be-

coming as helpless as a Galapagos tor-

toise on its back. In contrast, a human
explorer would just stride ahead;

people are quite good at watching out

for rocks and cHfFs.

Back in the late 1960s and early

1970s, in the days of NASA's manned
Apollo flights to the Moon, no robot

could decide which pebbles to pick up

and bring home! But when the Apollo

17 astronaut Harrison Schmitt, the

only geologist (in fact, the only scien-

tist) to have walked on the Moon, no-

ticed some odd, orange and black soil

on the lunar surface, he immediately

collected a sample. It turned out to be

minute beads ofvolcanic glass. Today a

robot can perform staggering chemical

analyses and transmit amazingly de-

cumstances, and solve problems in

ways that robots cannot. Robots are

cheap to send into space, but can make
only a preprogrammed analysis. Cost

and scientific results, however, are not

the only relevant issues. There's also the

question of exploration.

The first troglodytes to cross the

valley or climb the mountain ven-

tured forth from the family cave

not because they wanted to make a

scientific discovery but because

something unknown lay beyond the

horizon. Perhaps they sought more
food, better shelter, or a more
promising way of life. In any case,

they felt compelled to explore. The
drive to explore may be hardwired,

lying deep within the behavioral

identity of the human species. To

send a person to Mars who can look

The drive to explore may be hardwired, lying deep

within the behavioral identity of the human species.

tailed images, but it still can't react, as

Schmitt did, to a surprise. By contrast,

packed inside the 150-pound mecha-

nism of a field geologist are the capac-

ities to walk, run, dig, hammer, see,

communicate, interpret, and invent.

And of course when something

goes wrong, an on-the-spot human
being becomes a robot's best friend.

Give a person a wrench, a hammer,

and some duct tape, and you'd be sur-

prised what can get fixed. After land-

ing on Mars this past January 3, did

the Spirit rover just roll right off its

lander platform and start checking out

the neighborhood? No, its airbags

were blocking the path. Not until Jan-

uary 15 did Spirit's remote controllers

manage to get all six of its wheels

rolling on Martian soil. Anyone on

the scene on January 3 could have just

lifted the airbags out of the way and

given Spirit a Uttle shove.

Let's assume, then, that \ve can agree

on a few things: People notice the

unexpected, react to unforeseen cir-
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under the rocks or find out what's

down in the valley is the natural ex-

tension ofwhat ordinary people have

always done on Earth.

Many of my colleagues assert that

plenty of science can be done without

putting people in space. But if they are

between forty and sixty years old, and

you ask what inspired them to be-

come scientists, nearly every one (at

least in my experience) will cite the

high-profile Apollo program. It took

place when they were young, and it's

what got them excited. It's that sim-

ple. In contrast, even if they also men-
tion the launch of Sputnik I, which

gave birth to the space era, very few of

those scientists credit their interest to

the numerous other unmanned satel-

lites and space probes launched by

both the United States and the Soviet

Union shortly thereafter.

So if you're a first-rate scientist

drawn to the space program because

you'd initially been inspired by astro-

nauts rocketing into the great beyond,

(Continued on page 70)
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Bermuda is lush and alive with natural

splendor. It has over 4,500 marine

organisms and over 350 bird species,

and you can swim with fishes of all

colors, shapes, and sizes.

The Island's stunning caves,

which many say inspired

Shakespeare's "The Tempest," are

full of amber-colored stalactites and

clear, crystalline pools. Don't miss

the Crystal Caves, where a pontoon

bridge takes you over the under-

ground Cahow Lake, whose crystal

clear depth is 55 feet, and a path

walks you through a labyrinth of

stalagmites.

The Fall into Spring brochure,

available at www.bermudatourism.

com, lists daily activities on the

island, most of them free, ranging

from a high tea at the Royal Naval

Dockyard-featuring scones with

clotted cream, traditional rum cake,

banana bread, and entertainment by

steel pans-to a Botanical Beach

Walk along the shoreline in

Warwick. This interpretive walk will

show you the unique adaptations of

Bermuda's shore plants to their sub-

tropical environment.

With accommodations ranging

from luxury resorts to cottages and

inns, it's no wonder so many travelers

to Bermuda are repeat visitors.

Top: Bicycling tlirough an isolated path;

left; Golfing by the ocean
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It's a Merchant~Ivory film on mopeds.

Beyimd the 18lk cerllury fortress. Through cohblestoiie streets. Past Parliament and manicured lau:ns. Lie pin/; sand.

roya/ palms, and untamed beaches. Sip high lea or knock back a rum swizzle. Dive into blue-green ivalers. And a history

steeped in civility. Tmo hoursfro.m the East Coast and just this side ofacross the pond.

1 .800. bermuda .\ 15,5 ~ www.bermudatourism.com BERMUDA
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I Imost 80 percent of the

Mountain State is forested, widi over

a million acres of state parks, forests,

or wQcllife management areas full of

spectacular mountains, swirling rivers,

and scenic countiyside. In Wild and

Wonderful West Vh-ginia, naaire is

always nearby.

West Virginia has the best white-

water rafting outside of Colorado,

whether you're looking for challeng-

ing, thunderous rapids or just begin-

ning to get your feet wet. Sign up

for a river adventure at

www.wvwhitewater.com, which offers

a range of trips, including tubing,

canoeing, and a raft ride on the

New River Gorge, followed by a

climb up Seneca Rocks.

West Virginia is a rock climber's

paradise, with many outfitters offer-

ing lessons and expeditions to the

state's most popular climbs. From

atop the 1,000-foot sandstone face

of Seneca Rocks, enjoy a breathtak-

ing view of the Potomac Highlands.

For more information about climb-

ing opportunities in West Virginia,

Left: Seneca Rocks;

s above; A fishing expedition

contact the New River Gorge

National River at 304-465-0508, the

Seneca Rocks Visitors Center at

304-567-2827, or 1-800-CALL -WVA.

While in the area, stop by Seneca

Caverns, West Virginia's largest cav-

erns, which are 2,500 feet above sea

level and, l65 feet below the surface.

The Mountain State is also an

ideal destination for fishing. It has

an extensive trout-stocking program,

allowing year-round trout fishing,

and some of the best fly-fishing in

the east.

Take in the view from our mountains and gain a whole new perspective.

Watch history and nature come alive in West Virginia, Wild and Wonderful.

www.callwva.com FREE TRAVEL GUIDE 1-800-CALL WVA
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I oday I left my footprints on the

ocean floor . . . Tomorrow I'll open

the door to a world of Natural

Wonder in New Brunswick, Canada!

Beneath towering flowerpot

rocks carved by the World's Highest

Tides, you'll find New Brunswick's

Bay of Fundy, One of the Marine

Wonders of the World. A place

where you can walk on the ocean

floor, and only hours later, kayak

above the very same spot.

New Brunswick's coasts can

boast some of the best whale-

watching: Minkes, Finbacks,

Humpbacks, Blues, even the very

rare Right whale and more! Hoist a

sail and greet our friendly sea giants!

Take a stroll along the board-

walk of one of the last great sand

dunes on the northeastern coast of

the continent. The Irving Eco-

Centre, La Dune de Bouctouche

allows you to observe the delicate

dunes and all of their coexisting

inhabitants up close.

From the salt-water beaches to the

pristine rivers, come inland to explore

some of the oldest mountains on

the planet. New Bnmswick's

Appalachian Range will surely awe

you with its untouched vastness.

Spend an afternoon stretched

out on our scores of sandy beaches

or wade into some of the warmest

ocean waters north of Virginia. And

New Brunswick knows a thing or

two about succulent seafood!

Shellfish and lobster fresh off the

boat await your arrival, and don't

forget to try some of the extraordinaiy

Acadian dishes! After a day of craft

shopping, spend an evening tucked

away in a cosy B&B or in the lap of

luxuiy at a downtown hotel.

From your taste buds to your

toes, we're sure you'll enjoy the

Natural Wonders here, next door . .

.

in New Brunswick, Canada!

In 2004, there will be Province-

wide celebrations commemorating

400 years of European settlement!

So visit us on-line at www.Tourism

NewBrunswIck.cayCulture or call

1 800 561-0123 and discover the

wonder today!

Above: Whale-watching,

Bay of Fundy; left: Irving

Eco-Centre, La Dune de

Bouctouche

)l604-2004

g^ -^^NewSsNouveau -g

Brunswick
C A N .\ D A
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City of Saint John Fresh local lobster
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Tomorrow, I II opffi' lii^t^^Mil b a world of Natural Wonder!

1:00

1

You're welcome here... beneath the towering
PM •

1:
'

flowerpot rocks, carved by the World's Highest Tides.

In th«i'ake of incredible Natural Wonder, you'll find
Grand Falls Gorge,

Grand Falls/Grand-Sault

^ New Brunswick's Bay of Fundy, One of the Marine Wonders of the World.
Tide times vary daily. ' '

The Hopewell Rocks, Hopewell Cape .*'
.

A place where you can walk on the ocean floor and only hours later, kayak above the very same spot. More wonders

await you on awesome rivers that stretch from breathtaking to beautiful. Spend an afternoon amid one of the

last great sand dunes on the northeastern coast of the continent. Or find new inspiration

atop the Appalachians... some of the oldest mountains on the planet. From the unique

flavour of Hometowns and cities to a lobster dinner in the intimacy of a seaside inn. .

.

Irving Eco-Centre,

it's a world of Natural Wonder. . . it's here, next door... in New Brunswick, Canada! i-a Dune de Bouctouche :

11604-2004

(mi:i(IV;

Diitft^tT OUT true nature

www.traueleanada.ca

We're right next door...

just a day's drive

from New York and

a halfdayfrom Boston!

NewSs Nouveau

w.TourismNewBriinswfclcca/Natural

1 800 56a:i(n23
CheckoutdurneiglTbdursat

wvm.TourismNewBrunsiyick.ca'mgt':^



V/o^^der is waiting next door...

Step into a real

/l^r^^/k/ntime!

Here, each day honours the spirit of old Acadia from 1 770 to 1 939!

It's the Village Historique Acadien! From heritage homes to lively

bilingual interpretation and authentic Acadian cuisine... life isn't

just lived here as it was centuries ago... it's celebrated!

Caraquet, NB

Toll-free:! 877 721-2200

Web site: www.villagehistoriqueacadien.com

Miramichi... a tapestry of C'iAittAKe and contrasts!

The fascination of Miramichi lies in its rich cultural diversity. An eclectic

city in a spectacular setting, you can enjoy the nautical-themed playground

at Ritchie Wharf Park and listen to legends from local folk. Visit ancient

archeological sites and world-class amenities. Experience a nearby

Mi'kmaq community or Canada's Irish Festival on the IVIiramichi. Taste our

down-home hospitality and world-famous Atlantic salmon!

{JMg^lCHl
Toll-free: 1800 459-3131

E-mail: tourism@miramichi.org

Web site: www.miramichi.org

Don't miss Saint John,

At^C^OK of the Bay of Fundy experience!

As Canada's oldest incorporated city. Saint John is the anchor of the Bay of Fundy.

Natural Wonders, historic sites and unique dining and shopping combine to offer

endless possibilities.

Whether you cruise, drive or fly to the Bay of Fundy, Saint John is your centre for

fun on New Brunswick's Fundy Coast. In Saint John, you won't miss a thing.

TowiV ^ ToMriifMie

SAINTJOHN
Toll-free: 1 866 GO-FUNDY
E-mail: visitsj@saintjohn.ca

Web site: www.TourismSaintlohn.com

Go for JFiA^- • . Go Moncton!

Make Moncton your day-trip headquarters this summer.

We're just a short drive from 13 of the Province's

Must-See Attractions; walk on the ocean floor at

The Hopewell Rocks, or make plans for "Hot Summer Nights"

at McSweeney Company Dinner Theatre.

Order your free vacation kit now
and make Moncton the centre of

your stay in the Maritimes,

www.gomoncton.com/4002

or toll-free:! 800 363-4558



There's so much to Qf^cover and Bxpiofef

"Campbellton... where

the Atlantic Provinces Seafhi!"
Campbellton is beautifully situated on the south bank of the Restigouche River,

ainnost at the point where it meets the sea. The city is an entry point to

Atlantic Canada from the province of Quebec and is also the gateway from

New Brunswick and the United States to the Gaspe Peninsula. It is the largest

service centre in its home county of Restigouche.

Toll-free:! 888 813-4433

E-mail: tourism@campbellton.org

Web site: www.campbellton.org

The city of Bathurst.

Real. Nfi^tiAKfil. Relaxing.

Stroll our sandy saltwater beaches. Experience our acclaimed

golf courses. Savour our incredible seafood. Explore our rivers

and bays. Embrace our rich culture and warm hospitality.

Rediscover yourself in Bathurst!

Tel.: 506 548-0410

W^eb site: www.bathurst.ca

St. Andrews By-The-Sea...

where rjfTtoKLf comes to life!

Imagine a place where the World's Highest Tides create a vast natural playground to discover.

The Bay of Fundy and its shores are home to many species of whales, fish, birds and land mammals.

It is also the birthplace of Acadian culture, celebrating 400 years in 2004. Near the mouth of the

bay lies historic St. Andrews. Explore our natural and cultural history and discover why we were
Toll-free: 1 800 563-7397

chosen by Natural History magazine as one of the 50 most intriguing places in the world. Web site: www.town.standrews.nbca

C-elehffd^e i/jrtiy ias:

Nothing refreshes like time spent on the ^^ea.h\!
VIA Rail Canada, along with our tour operator partners, provides a selection of itineraries to explore

New Brunswick - the Acadian Shore, the Bay of Fundy and beyond. Experience the history, hospitality cultures

and cuisine. Day Adventure programs, the World's Highest Tides and spectacular scenic coastal drives await you.

VIA's train, the Ocean™, travels from Montreal along the St. Lawrence River, through northern New Brunswick

to arrive in Moncton the next morning. Easterly™ class provides the cosy ambiance of a bed and breakfast.

The sleeping cars, lounges and dining room with delicious regional cuisine all provide a welcoming atmosphere.

For details & tours offered by

VIA's tour operator partners see your travel agent,

or call VIA at 1 888 842-7245

www.viarail.ca

PEOPLE MOVING PEOPLE "P
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When was the

last time you ivere

. shaken
^-^ and stirred?

ilean Donan Castle. Just one

the many sites to explore in

-Gotland. For more information,

findreds of brilliant travel

offers and a chance to win the

3004 Britain Sweepstakes, go to

VisitBritain.com/shaken

ourOwn Private Island Awaits You .,!

Experience Little St, Simons Island, an exclusive

10,000-acre Georgia island paradise

where a seven-mile pristine and private

beach, unparalleled birding

with over 280 species,

recreational activities,

delicious cuisine and

five charming cottages

await just 30 guests.

LITTLE
ST SIMONS
ISLAND

Call about exclusive full-island paclcaass

888-733-5774 \wvvv.LittleStSimbnsIs]imd.com

Above: The pool, a tranquil oasis;

below: The Hunting Lodge at twilight

I ittle St. Simons Island—a pri-

vately owned, 10,000-acre barrier

island off the Georgia coast—is a

rich and varied natural world. Since

the early 1900s, the island's owners

have welcomed guests to its

unspoiled beaches, maritime forests,

beautiful marshes, and meandering

tidal creeks. Learn about the island's

natural histoiy by way of guided

interpretive programs, boating,

canoeing, hiking, biking, birding

excursions, angling, saltwater flyfish-

ing, and horseback riding.

Between activities, enjoy deli-

cious meals, perhaps an oyster roast

during the cocktail hour on the

front lawn of the historic lodge.

Hundred-year-old live oaks, draped

with tendrils of Spanish moss, pro-

vide a natural canopy here. Dinners

are often sei-ved fireside in the

Hunting Lodge, where guests may

muse over island photographs

dating back to the early 1900s.
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Castle Stalker, Argyll, built for James IV In

the fifteenth century

I his summer, why not visit the

world's largest annual festival of the

arts, the Edinburgh International

Festival? Now in its fifty-fifth year,

the festival showcases innovative

performing arts for three weeks

every summer, attracting thousands

of visitors and international stars to

Scotland's capital city. From

Edinburgh, head north through

rolling farmlands to the dramatic

scenery of the Highlands. Here,

amid mountains, lochs, and moors,

visit ancient castles and explore the

rtigged seacoasts of beautiful towns

such as Mallaig.

Just north of Edinburgh, visit the

international home of golf, St.

Andrews, an old university town

with five 18-hole courses. Near

Aberdeen, follow the "Malt 'Whisky

Trail," featuring seven local distiller-

ies, or the Castle Trail along the River

Dee, a great spot for salmon fishing.

"VisitBritain, the official national

tourist office for the UK. hosts a

website (www.visitbritain.com) geared

to Americans traveling to Britain,

with hundreds of special offers, deals,

and discounts. You can even take a

"virtual vacaticjn" of Scotland before

you go, to help plan your real one.

rom late March through early

November, Peter Deilmann Cruises

will offer more than 320 European

river cruises on 10 deluxe ships

operating on the Danube, Rhine,

Moselle, Rhone, Saone, Po, Elbe,

Vistula, and other rivers.

New for 2004 is the 108-passen-

ger, five-star M'V Heidelberg, which

made its debut cmise on the Rhine

in March. On the same day, the

five-star Fredenc Chopin, a 79-

passenger vessel, inaugurated its

CRiises on Poland's 'Vistula River.

Crtiises originate in both Gdansk

and 'Warsaw, and will also sail

roundtrip from Gdansk in the summer

Cruises originating from Gdansk sail on

Poland's Vistula River

months. Shore excursions include

visits to the thirteenth-century

Malbrok Castle, the largest fortifica-

tion in Europe; the Gothic town of

Torun, birthplace of Copernicus;

and the historic Russian town of

Kaliningrad. Seven-night cruises on

the Frederic Chopin also visit

Chopin's birthplace in 'Warsaw.

Deilmann is known for its luxury

river ships—which resemble small

floating hotels—and its low passenger-

to-crew ratio of 2.5 to 1, ensuring

the hiehest level of onboard service.

Enjoy the luxury of a riverfront room
while Europe passes slowly by.

See Germany, Austria, France, Italy,

Hungary, Poland, Czech Republic

and more. Sail past quaint river

villages, cities, castles and vineyards.

Graciously appointed 58-200

passenger, 4 & 5-srar "floating hotels."

Superb amenities and single seating

dining (7-9 course meals). Choice

of 7-11 nights, 15 countries, 10 ships.

Pre or post-cruise stays in any of

21 cities. All-inclusive tours available.

Call your travel agentfor reser\'aiions

or call us for a free brochure

1-800-405-6941
www.deilmann-cmises.coin

PETER DEILALWN^
EUROPAMERICA Cruises
Europe's Premier River Cruise Line
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From its majestic fjords to its dramatic

arctic landscapes to its picturesque

ports, Norway's 1,250-mile west coast

is a stunning stretch of scenery. And

witfi a Norwegian Coastal Voyage

you can discover it all. For more

information, call 1-866-6-NORWAY

(866-666-7929), or visit ^^
www.visitnorway.com/us. ^^^

NorwayNorwegian
Coastal Voyage A Pure Escape

BOOKA RIVER CRUISE AND EARN
UPTO $300 PER PERSON CREDIT

on one of our other
exceptional journeys* to

China & Yangtze River, Asia, Africa,

India, Australia & New Zealand.

(2,egendarij OVaieFwayS
Pacific Delight World Tours presents

the best of small ship river cruising.

CPioose from 9- to 16-day cruise vacations

featuring the deluxe ships of Viking River

Cruises, the world's leading river cruise line.

Discover the scenic charm of such fabled

v^aterways as the Rhine, Moselle, Danube,

Seine, Volga, and more - in the relaxed

comfort of a floating hotel.

Call I -800-22 1 -7 1 79.
(Refer to code NH)

^Restrictions apply.

cX-'^i^c-^^^C^^^^C^^ C^^^^<^4:u^t^e^

Top: Pacific Delight travels to Budapest; below: Norwegian landscape

acifiacific Delight Tours has expanded

its vacation offerings to the South

Pacific, Europe, South America, and

Africa. Its new itineraries include

voyages of discovery to Scandinavia,

the Baltic Sea, Iberia, the

Mediterranean, and South America.

Spend summer in the Baltics, travel-

ing on a deluxe, floating "country

house" ship with elegant style and

modern amenities. The eighteen-day

cruise, accompanied by distin-

guished guest speakers, includes

stops in Stockholm, Helsinki,

St. Petersburg, and Copenhagen.

Pacific Delight also offers an

eighteen-day "Viking Adventure,"

which travels from Copenhagen,

along Noi-way's spectacular fjords, to

the North Cape. The

cixiise feaaires special-

ists in natural histoiy,

ornithology, archeolo-

gy, and the rich histo-

iy of the Northlands

to enrich your experi-

ence of the people,

plants, and animals of

the region.

^9urmmer—^when the nights are

as bright as day—is the perfect time

to visit Noi-way. The Land of the

Midnight Sun is wild and beautiful,

with magnificent fjords, majestic

mountains, and dramatic landscapes.

The bustling capital city of Oslo has

fascinating museums, waterfront

restaurants and dockside pubs, and

an abundance of outdoor recreation-

al opportunities. Bergen, founded in

1070, still retains its historic charm,

particularly around its colorful har-

bor. And of course, no trip to

Norway would be complete without

a visit to the fjords. Rent a small

boat, or join an expedition to dis-

cover the Lysefjord, Hardangerfjord,

Sognefjord, or Geirangerfjord,

car\'ed by glaciers

during the ice ages.

Some fjord trips can

be done in less than

an hour, but others

last a day or more,

and take you to

places that you would

otherwise never

experience.



FIELD NOTES

Mud's Eye View
To understand the world of the fiddler crab, ecologists peer through a km
that renders a landscape as a doughnut-shaped panorama.

By Douglas Fox

As I stood on a coastal mudflat

m northeastern Australia, the

morning sun gHstened ofF the

wave-rippled surface of the muck. To

the west, I was the only vertical fea-

ture for a quarter mile; to the east, the

flatness reached clear to the horizon.

All around me, hundreds of spidery

fiddler crabs, of the genus Uca, milled

about on the mud; as they ate their

soggy porridge—quite lit-

erally, the mud—their faint,

wet squelching noises regis-

tered just above the thresh-

old of my hearing. The
army of arthropods slurped

bits of organic material out

of the muck, then ejected

balls of it like so many wads

of chewing tobacco.

Welcome to Crabworld.

To my eyes, the place looked

mind-numbingly monoto-

nous. But the crabs weren't

seeing what I was. Crab-

world, it turns out, isn't

where you are; it's what you

see. That little secret was my
first lesson in a burgeoning

discipline called visual ecol-

ogy. Under the expert tute-

lage of Jochen Zeil and Jan

Hemmi, two visual biolo-

gists at the Australian Na-
tional University (ANU) in

Canberra, I learned that the

guiding principle of the dis-

cipline is to minimize—to

eliminate, if possible—the

biased guesses about animal

behavior that human vision

introduces. Instead, say the

visual ecologists, begin with the ways

the animals' own visual systems render

the world.

That might sound like a straightfor-

ward call to study the anatomy and

physiology of animals' eyes in the labo-

ratory. But to understand how an ani-

mal behaves, Zeil says, you also need to

study what the animal perceives in the

environment to which it has adapted.

North

and how in analyzes that information.

Of course, some animals are easier to

study than others. The fiddler crab,

with its simple nervous system, its pan-

cake-flat world, and its limited home
range, makes a great place to start.

Aw

North West South East

"Crabworld," the world as it appears to the fiddler crab, is simulated

in the circular image at the top by a panoramic viewing device. The

crab's compound eyes are roughly hemispherical in shape, and so

the crab sees all around as well as overhead. Objects in the near

foreground, including another crab nearby, appear at the outside of

the circular image; the sky fills the entire center of the image, except

for what is occupied by the viewing device itself. Just below the cir-

cular image is a digitally manipulated version of the same image,

projected onto a more familiar-looking rectangular format. Notice,

however, that to ordinary human vision the top of the rectangular

image would appear nearly overhead, and that the left and right

sides of the rectangle correspond to the same part of Crabworld.

The reason for the apparent tear in the rectangular image is that the

arm of the viewing device has been removed from the scene.

least to a human being, Crab-

world is bizarrely shaped. A fiddler

crab's eyes are inounted on stalks that

point straight up, and they

command a panoramic, 360-

degree view. The mudflat

comprises the entire outer

edge of the visual field, and

the arching sky dominates

the middle [see image at left]

.

UnHke human vision, the

crab's vision is sharpest

around the edges. That's a

reasonable emphasis. After

all, the outer edge is where

other members of the spe-

cies are scutding about: both

rival animals looking to steal

one's precious burrow, and

females in the market for a

mate. But in the great round

center of the crab's visual

field there is nothing but

sky—and the occasional

bird swooping in for cold

crabmeat cocktail. A crab

in such precarious circum-

stances doesn't need to see

its would-be predator in de-

tail; all it has to do is sense

the movement overhead,

then scurry for safety in its

burrow.

Ever since my first con-

versation with Zeil several

North
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years ago, I had wanted to experience

first hand the convoluted, crab's-eye

view of the world. And so one morn-

ing I wandered onto the niudflat,

found a crab colony, and lay down in

the mud. Viewed down low, Crab-

world was trickier to deal with than it

had seemed at first. For one thing, the

mud is imprinted with wavy bumps,

or corrugations, the marks left by the

water at high tide. The bumps pose a

navigation problem to the crab: as

soon as the animal gets naore than six

inches from its burrow, they obscure its

view of home. Yet the animals still

venture as far as a yard away from the

safety of their precious nrud-holes.

Furthermore, down at crab height,

the entire mudflat is compressed into

a narrow horizontal band. In every

direction the band bustles with a

dozen scuttling crabs—some twelve

inches away, others twelve feet. For

me it was hard to tell the difference.

But for a fiddler crab, the distance to

each of the other crabs, relative to it-

self and to its burrow, is a fundamen-

tal piece of information.

Of course, my efforts at seeing crab-

style were deeply flawed; I was relying

on human vision to explore another

creature's world. With few exceptions,

no two species share the same visual

system. Vision can vary in pigment

sensitivity: The eyes ofsome species of

mantis shrimps can respond to sixteen

distinct wavelengths of light, giving

them an unmatched ability to distin-

guish colors, whereas human vision is

skewed toward red and green.

Vision can also vary in the maxi-

mum rate at which retinal cells can

fire in response to hght (the "flicker

fusion point," at which a blinking

light no longer seems to blink). Most
people can't detect more than about

sixty blinks a second. A fluorescent

Hght, for instance, actually blinks on

and off sixty times a second, but most

people perceive the Ught as continu-

ous. For dogs, though, the maximum
detectable blink rate is closer to eighty

blinks a second, and so fluorescent

bulbs inight prove a lot more irksome

to dogs than they do to some people:

Fierce-looking, bright-co/ored claw of the male fiddler crab might make one think it is a

terrible scourge of small animal life. It is not the large claw is a product of sexual selec-

tion used in courtship displays. The claw in the photograph is roughly an inch long. The

two protruding, vertical budlike organs above the claw are eyestalks; at the end of each

eyestalk is a hemispherical compound eye.

a dog may actually see the flickering.

Other features of human vision

further complicate a visit to Crab-

world. "Our vision doesn't sample

the world like a video camera," Zeil

points out. The highest resolving

power for people is focused on a

minute bit of retina, and so we have

to move our eyes to scrutinize things.

In spite of being hopelessly human
themselves, Hemmi and Zeil go to

great lengths to put themselves in a

crab's place. They have videotaped

colonies with a special "crab camera"

that captures the crab's sky-centered,

"doughnut view" of the world. The
camera was based on one originally

built for self-navigating robots that are

being developed by Mandyam Srini-

vasan andjavaan Chahl, both electrical

engineers at ANU. Zeil has digitally

massaged the images from the camera

to reflect the crab's spatial resolution

and color discrimination, and he's

processed video clips through motion-

detecting software to measure the

movements a crab would see. Intrigu-

ingly, the motion-detecting software is

biologically inspired; it's based on the

way insects and other creatures vidth

compound eyes are thought to sense

motion. The software treats each pixel

of the image as though it were a facet

in a compound eye, and then looks for

the signature of movement: a change

in brightness registered at one pixel or

facet, followed by a similar change in

brightness at its neighbor, at its neigh-

bor's neighbor, and so on.

Such pixel-processing software makes

perfect sense for studying crab vision.

Fiddler crabs, like their arthropod

cousins the insects, have compound
eyes. At the end of each eyestalk are

some 10,000 ommatidia, or little eyes.

Because the crab's compound eyes cap

each eyestalk like a thimble on the end

of a finger, most of the ommatidia are

actually on the shaft of the eyestalk,
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and are aimed more or less horizon-

tally. That simple geometry explains

why the crab's vision is sharpest

around the horizon. Even at its

sharpest, though, a crab can resolve

objects in its visual field only 2 percent

as well as a person can. With such a

low level of visual acuity, a crab must

be seeing its fellows as indistinct lumps

on the mud. Crab shells, however, also

reflect ultraviolet light, which the ani-

mals can probably detect. Hence, even

though to people the crabs look drab

and blend into the mud, to other crabs

they stand out like glowing Ughtbulbs.

Ultraviolet light notwithstanding,

movement in the crab's visual

field is probably the animal's main vi-

sual cue. In any event, that's about all

the information the animal really

needs, because natural selection has

pared down the crab's world into two

simple categories. "Everything in the

sky is a predator," says Zeil, "and

everything below the horizon is an-

other crab." So ifyou drag a cylindrical

dummy over the mud, the crabs treat

the dummy as another crab—they ei-

ther fight it, ignore it, or in some cases

try to court it. But if you toss the

cylinder over the colony, the animals

make a beehne for their burrows.

In at least one Central American

fiddler crab species, U. musica, the

male exploits that visual shortcut to

trap a mate. Females often wander

several yards from their burrows. Ac-

cording to John Christy, a biologist at

the Smithsonian Tropical Research

Institute in Balboa, Panama, a male

seeking to mate wiU, with his large

claw held high, charge a female that

has wandered near his burrow. "She

sees an object above the horizon rac-

ing towards her," says Christy. A sig-

nal registers in the female crab's brain:

it's a bird! So the frightened female

bolts into the closest burrow avail-

able—the wily male's—and he fol-

lows in behind her.

A crab's most precious resource is

its burrow. That's where the animal

hunkers down at high tide, hides from

birds, mates. And other crabs that

leave the safety of their own burrows

in search of a larger or better-posi-

tioned burrow are often the biggest

threat. Any time one crab ventures

even a few crabsteps from its burrow

to slurp some mud, other crabs are

constantly trying to steal its burrow,

forcing it to dart back time and time

again to defend its home.

In a strong sense, then, a fiddler

crab's frame of reference—the equa-

tor and prime meridian of its entire

world—is centered on its burrow. Be-

cause Crabworld's muddy surface is

corrugated, however, the burrow is

often out of view. Yet, despite the

seeming difficulty of the task, the fid-

dlers manage to keep track of home.

A ccorciing to John E. Layne, a

visual ecologist at Cornell Uni-

versity in Ithaca, New York, fiddler

crabs don't rely on landmarks or even

use their eyes at all. Instead, they rely

on an instinctive appUcation of high

school mathematics. "They measure

how many steps they take, and the di-

rection of those steps. So every time

they take a step, they instantaneously

recompute the position of the bur-

row." In fact, Layne concludes, they're

actually whizzes at this kind of trigo-

nometry problem. In spite of their

meandering, they always know which

direction to run, and how far, to reach

their burrow in a straight line.

ZeU gave me a convincing demon-

stration of the method of triangulation

that's apparently hardwired in the crab.

He hid a square of sandpaper under

the mud, and waited until a crab wan-

dered onto it. Taking care not to

frighten the crab, he gently dragged

both sandpaper and crab about ten

inches to the right of the crab's bur-

row. Then he intentionally startled

the repositioned crab. It retreated in-

stantly—not to Its burrow, but to a po-

sition ten inches to the right of it.

Layne devised a demonstration just

as clever. Working at a field site in

Trinidad, he surreptitiously maneu-

vered a "crab treadmill" between

crabs and their burrow; the treadmill

is essentially a patch of plastic on

which the crabs' feet slip, so that each

crabstep is shorter than it normally is.

When Layne frightened the crabs into

making a retreat over the treadmill,

they stopped short of home. The
finding suggests that the animals really

do count steps.

There is even more to the fiddler

crabs' trigonometric prowess. A
crab can accurately measure the dis-

tance between its burrow and other

crabs on a mudflat—even when it

can't see its burrow, and even when
the other crabs, all potential burrow-

snatchers, might approach trom any

direction. Back m Australia, Hemmi
showed me how.

On the mudflat wasteland he set up a

video camera mounted on a tripod.

Belo'w it was a neighborhood ot five

crab burrows. Strung through this little

crab subdivision were two fislnng Hnes.

threaded through a system of pulleys.

By tugging on the threads, Hemmi and
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I, seated twenty feet away, could move a

dummy "crab" back and forth across

the ground near the burrows.

Analyzing data from hundreds of

such maneuvers, Hemmi has shown

how a fiddler s'eems to measure the

distance between its burrow and a

dummy. As Hemmi manipulated the

dummy, a crab would consistently

rush back to its burrow whenever the

"invader" came within about ten to

twelve inches of the burrow^. The
same result held no matter what the

angles between the dummy, the bur-

row and the resident crab

—

and no matter how far the

resident crab was from its bur-

row. Apparently, the crab that

owns the burrow treats a cir-

cular area around its burrow,

with a radius of roughly ten

to twelve inches, as inviolate;

if an invading crab crosses into

that circle, the home crab will

retreat to its burrow, even if it

is closer to the burrow than

the invading crab is.

A crab measures its own dis-

tance from objects such as

other crabs according to how
high they appear in its visual

field. (People use the same

trick.) hi a world that is almost

perfectly flat, far-off objects

look high, close to the hori-

zon, whereas nearby objects

appear relatively low in the visual field.

The crab knows how far away its home
is because it has been counting steps

and keeping track of its direction, and

is constantly refiguring the distance to

its burrow. That information, plus the

height and direction of any potential

arthropod invader, would be enough

to triangulate the distance between the

potential invader and the burrow.

Of course no fiddler crab has the

brainpower to understand trian-

gulation and trigonometry. So how
does a crab combine visual and odo-

metric, or travel-distance, information

in its brain to determine whether an

intruder has entered the forbidden

zone around its burrow? How, in other

words, does it solve what is essentially a

trigonometric problem without know-

ing how to do the trig?

Zeil and Hemmi think the crab has

a shortcut hardwired into its brain. As

a crab moves about the mudflat, it

keeps the same side of its body pointed

toward its burrow. That way, even

when the burrow is invisible, it re-

mains in the same region of the ani-

mal's visual field. . The cluster of om-
matidia that point toward the crab's

burrow and the surrounding forbidden

zone could then be wired up so that

passed it through the crab subdivision

again. We watched a male that had

consistently rushed to defend its

burrow firom the dummy on previous

runs. But even when the raised dummy
came within just three inches of the

crab's burrow, the crab didn't respond.

Hemmi was not at all surprised. A
dummy raised above the ground, after

all, appears closer to the crab's visual

horizon; for the crab, that means it's

farther away and less threatening. Of
course, this run was still just the first

test of the hypothesis. Other factors

might have led to the same

result: maybe the crab was

distracted by a particularly

delectable glob of mud. To

justify his interpretation,

Hemmi will need to ana-

lyze hundreds of runs with

many different crabs. If he's

correct, though, the crab's

behavior is a potent indi-

cator of how simple it can

be to do trigonometry with-

out the services of a mam-
malian brain.

Corrugations on tiddler crabs' native mudflats limit the animals'

ability to see their burrows. Crabs depend on their burrows to pro-

tect them from high tides and predators, and the burrows are

under constant threat of invasion by other crabs. Each crab (such as

the female, background, and the male, foreground) keeps track of

its own burrow during foraging excursions by counting steps and

keeping track of direction.

whenever those ommatidia detect

movement, the crab races back to de-

fend its burrow. There is one compH-

cating factor: As the crab moves about,

and as its distance from the borrow

grows or diminishes, the forbidden

zone becomes smaller or larger in the

crab's visual field. Evolution could

have solved that problem by wiring the

crab's eye to its odometer: then, as the

crab walked toward or away firom its

burrow, the cluster of intruder-detect-

ing ommatidia in its eye would auto-

matically grow or shrink.

To reinforce his point, Hemmi per-

formed the initial run of an experi-

ment on the crabs while I watched.

Pulling a fishing line, he raised the

dummy half an inch higher, and then

A;
s Hemmi and I fell si-

lent beneath the vertical

noon sun, the miniature dra-

mas of Crabworld unfolded

before us. There was chasing,

eating, fighting, and mating,

as well as vigilant watching

and waiting. Each crab spied the

world 360 degrees around for any

threat, opportunity, or momentary
advantage over its neighbor.

This flat cityscape in the mud, this

crowded, competitive space, is their

domain. For Hemmi and I, who stare

down on it like gods from Mount
Olympus, it's a difficult world to un-

derstand. But once we see it, at last,

through the crabs' eyes, we have a

much better chance of understanding

what makes these little creatures tick.

Douglas Fox is a freelance science writer

based in San Francisco. His work has also

appeared in New Scientist, Discover, Sci-

entific American, and U.S. News and

World Report.
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A Fly in the Curveball

As the W3rd Major League baseball season opens, physicists have now shown that

a well-hit curveball trumps a well-hit fastball. Pitchers must be so scared.

By Adam Summers ~ Illustration by Patricia J. Wynne

T here is a morbid fascination

in watching a Little League

pitcher who develops a good
curveball at a tender age; more than

one talented young fastball hitter has

switched to basketball after facing

that aerodynaniic phenomenon,

which can turn the most powerful

swing into physical comedy. Some
youngsters find the rhythm of this

evasive pitch and learn to hit it with

the same authority as they do a fast-

ball. But for most batters (even at the

highest levels of competition) the

curve is a devil to hit—not quite as

bad as trying to swat a flying mos-
quito with a toothpick, but almost.

Conventional baseball wisdom has

long held that even if the bat does

meet the curveball, the batter is still at

a disadvantage; many observers main-

tain that even if a batter manages to

crush both curveball and fastball with

equal force on the sweet spot of the

bat, the curveball won't sail as far as

the fastball. But that clubhouse con-

viction has now fallen victim to a

careful analysis of the physics of

pitched baseballs. It turns out that

good wood on a slow curve will

carry the ball deeper into the cheap

seats than it will Roger Clemens 's

best fastball.

As a boy I never got beyond the

"keep your eye on the ball" stage of

hitting, which led to a pretty abbrevi-

ated career in organized baseball.

But now that engineers Gregory S.

Sawicki of the University of Michigan

in Ann Arbor, Mont Hubbard of the

University of Cahfornia, Davis, and

William J. Stronge of the University

of Cambridge have shown what it

takes to accomplish the task, I don't

feel so bad about my early retirement.

To get the job done in the batter's

box, they show, "all" the batter has to

do is integrate at least fifteen variables

and constants that define several

physical characteristics of the bat, the

ball, the atmosphere, and the world

at large.

Hubbard and his colleagues have

built a computerized model that gives

a fascinating account of the dynamic

between pitcher and batter. Standing

just sixty-six feet, six inches away

from home plate, the pitcher deUvers

a ball that may move at more than

ninety miles an hour and spin at more
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Physics of an optimally batted ball shows that the longest home runs should come off curveball

pitches. When a ball with backspin moves through air (see inset), the air just above the ball

moves faster than the air just below it. The pressure of the faster-moving air is necessarily lower,

and the differential creates an upward lift. A seventy-eight-mile-an-hour curvefaa/l and a ninety-

four-mile-an-hour fastball are each thrown to spin at 7,970 revolutions per minute, the curveball

with topspin, the fastball with backspin. When a batter hits each ball for maximum distance, just

under its center of mass, the ball gains backspin as it leaves the bat. But the collision augments

the spin of the curveball, whereas it reverses the spin of the fastball. Thus the curveball, with

more backspin, has the greater lift once it leaves the bat, and despite its lower speed, it flies

several yards farther than the fastball.

than 1 ,900 revolutions per niinute.

Of course, different pitches arrive

at wildly different speeds and spins. A
fastball can cross the plate in excess of

a hundred miles an hour; expert

pitchers can throw one with a back-

spin that exceeds 1,800 revolutions

per minute. (In backspin, the top of

the ball spins away firom the direction

the ball is traveling.) The curveball,

by contrast, travels toward the batter

at a far more sedate seventy iniles an

hour, but it can have topspin (the re-

verse of backspin) that exceeds 1,900

revolutions per minute.

The reason a curveball curves is

that its spin drags a layer of air across

one surface of the ball faster than it

does across the opposite surface [see il-

lustration above] . Where air moves

faster, its density is lower, and the dif-

ference in the density of the air sur-

rounding the spinning ball pushes, or

"lifts," the ball toward the lower-den-

sity air. Thus the backspin on a fast-

ball causes the air on top of the ball

to move faster and the air on the bot-

tom to move slower; the net effect is

to push the ball up. The topspin on a

curveball pushes the ball down.

Of course, the faster a ball moves,

the greater its kinetic energy: a

fast fastball brings more energy to the

collision between bat and ball than a

slower fastball does, and so the well-hit

fast fastball travels farther. A swing that

sends a fifty-five-mile-an-hour fastball

410 feet would smack an eighty-tive-

mile-an-hour burner an extra thirty

feet. Similarly, higher bat speed yields

better distance. An extra mile an hour

in bat speed translates to an extra seven

and a half feet on the ground.

But the usual difference in speed

between fastball and curveball pitches

stOl doesn't mean that batters should

hit fastballs farther than curvebaUs.

The real keys to distance are two re-

lated variables: the spin of the hit ball

and the undercut of the bat. When
the bat hits the ball, the spin of the

ball changes dramatically. Its final spin

velocity depends on its initial speed

and spin, the speed of the bat, and

the undercut, which is the vertical

distance between the centers of mass

of the bat and the ball.

Undercut has a big effect on the

ball's spin, and thus on the distance the

batted ball travels. With a level swing,

a ninety-four-mile-an-hour fastball hit

with a half-inch undercut scarcely

spins at all, and travels only about 160

feet. Increasing the undercut to

roughly an inch, though, increases the

spin to 1 ,800 revolutions per minute

and sends the ball 390 feet. Curiously,

swing angle has a much smaller effect

on flight distance than undercut dis-

tance has. If the undercut is correct,

even swinging slighdy down on the

ball wiU send it 390 feet. That's often

long enough for a home run.

Perhaps the most counterintuitive

result ofthe engineers' model is that

an optimally hit seventy-eight-mile-

an-hour curveball travels about 455

feet. In contrast, the same hit off a

ninety-four-iTiile-an-hour fastball

carries 442 feet, thirteen feet less. Spin

makes all the difference. The initial

backspin of the fastball is abruptly

reversed by the undercut of the bat,

whereas the initial topspin of the

curveball is augmented by the bat.

The net result is that the batted curve-

ball spms some 800 revolutions per

minute faster than the batted fastball,

and that extra spin provides a bit more

lift as the curveball sails out ofthe park.

So even if some precocious master

of the curveball manages to make

most of his opponents look bad, he'd

better be careful. A pitcher never

knows when the next player with the

great eyes of Ted Williams will show

up to demonstrate what a cun,'eball

hitter can really do.

Adam Summers (asummers@uci.edu) is an

assisraitt professor of ecology aitd evolutionary

biology at the University of California, hvine.
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Supercrop

The yam bean, a tuber undaunted by drought, poor soil,

or insects, produces astonishing yields. The crop is thefocus

of a worldwide effort to unlock its potential.

By Marten Sorensen

If
you have ever sampled the menu at restaurants

that offer such showstoppers as sahnon en-

crusted with black sesame seeds, or breast of

chicken in mango-ginger sauce, or mesclun salad

with pear sHces and Gorgonzola, there's a good

chance you have come face to flesh with the

ingloriously named yam bean. If you're a fan of

Malaysian or Thai cuisine, there's an even better

chance you've eaten it. How ironic, then, that al-

though you've probably (albeit

unknowingly) enjoyed at least

one species of yam bean—the

jicama—and although your local

supermarket may well have these

large, pale beige, flaky skinned,

vaguely turnip-shaped tubers in

stock, you've probably walked

right past the small mound of

them without giving them a

second thought.

But if there is anything at all ra-

tional about the future consumption offood crops (a

big "it"), the yam bean could become the hottest

food item ofthe year. Few people realize what a treat

they'd have in store if they merely took one home
from the grocery, peeled it, cut it into sHvers, and just

crunched into it raw.

The yam bean (a name subsuming various mem-
bers of the genus Pachyrhizus) is one of the most

adaptable, low-maintenance, nutritious foods ever

to grow in soU. Its agricultural properties, moreover,

are well established: yam beans, indigenous to the

tropical regions of the Western Hemisphere, have

been grown there since well before the arrival of

Columbus. The plant yields abundantly, produces

well even in dry spells, does not need nitrogen fer-

tilizers or good-quality soil, and resists pests and dis-

eases. The harvest keeps well for months. Like the

potato, the yam bean is a tuber—a fleshy subter-

ranean stem. Like the bean and the pea, however, it

is also a legume—generously endowed with pro-

teins. And as a legume, its root nodules harbor sym-

biotic colonies of nitrogen-fixing bacteria: under

good growing conditions, a season's crop of yam
beans can release as much as fifty-

three tons of usable nitrogen per

acre into the soil.

Although the tuber is dehcious

eaten raw, there's also a truly daz-

zUng variety ofways to prepare and

consume the various species and

cultivars of Pachyrhizus: as flour,

juice, soup, tortiUas, baby food, or

moonshine; as a component of

salad, a fruit, a stewed vegetable, or

a preserved sweet; grated, sUced,

squeezed, cooked, toasted, soaked, fried, dried,

pickled, fermented, candied, mixed with rrulk in a

porridge, or sprinkled with lime juice and chili

powder as a street snack. With a bit of processing,

every part of the plant becomes edible: the tubers,

both young and mature; the seed pods, both young

and mature, but always cooked; the oil from the

pressed seeds; the leaves, as animal fodder.

Pachyrhizus seeds also produce their own insecti-

cide—which of course must be extracted before

their oil can be used for cooking.

Yet despite the economic, environmental, and

nutritional virtues of the yam bean, it is practically

unknown in much of the West. In 1985, with sup-
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port from the European Community's

Science and Technology for Develop-

ing Countries program and the Danish

Research Council for Development

Research, I set up the Yam Bean Pro-

ject. The aim of the project is to ex-

plore the plant's breeding and culti-

vation, as well as the potential for

introducing it into new regions of the

world. After all, out of some 6,000

cultivated species of plants, only a small

fraction—^perhaps nine or ten, such as

the most commonly grown species of

the cereals rice, wheat, maize, and mil-

let; beans, especially soybeans; and sev-

eral tuber and root crops, including

potatoes, sweet potatoes, manioc, and

taro—constitute the backbone of our

planet's agriculture. Yet many less fre-

quently cultivated species are well

adapted to inhospitable growing con-

ditions, and many crops that are nearly

unknown globally may be—or may in

earUer centuries have been—national

or regional staples. The yam bean,

tuber extraordinaire, is one such crop.

Of the three cultivated species of

yam bean, the first to be scientifi-

cally recorded was the Mexican species

P erosus. That is the species commonly

known as jicama {jkama in Spanish),

and the one you've most Hkely tasted.

It's also the species most widely grown

today. The late-seventeenth-century

English botanist Leonard Plukenet, gar-

dener to the queen of England, de-

picted and described the jicama in his

four-volume botanical catalog Phy-

tographia; the eighteenth-century father

of taxonomy, the Swedish botanist Car-

olus Linnaeus, relied on Phytographia for

his pioneering Species Plantanim of

1753, a compilation of descriptions of

roughly 6,000 plants from around the

world, including P. erosus.

Archaeological evidence indicates

that the jicama was grown by all the

major early Mesoamerican civiliza-

tions, including the Olmec, Maya,

Toltec, and Aztec. The Spanish intro-

duced it to the Phihppines in the six-

teenth century; cultivation then spread

to Southeast Asia, the Far East (includ-

ing China), and the islands of the

/vjf^ ':/a>
/'L XU.

Am'

Amazonian yam bean is pictured in this liand-colored illustration from an early

nineteenth-century flora. The plant produces a nutritious and versatile tuber

(lower right), which was cultivated in South America and the Caribbean for

millennia before the arrival of Columbus. The image is from The Picturesque

and Medicinal Flora of the Antilles, by the French naturalist Michel Etienne

Descourtilz, with illustrations by his son Jean-Theodore Descourtilz.
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Pacific. Because yam beans stay fresh without

being refrigerated, they may have been eaten on

extended sea voyages in subsequent centuries, and

those voyages may help account for the plant's al-

most pantropical cultivation. In 1821, beheving

the jicama to be an East Asian crop, . the French

botanist and explorer Gustave Samuel Perrottet

played a central role in spreading the species west-

ward from Indonesia. He introduced jicama seeds

Mexican yam bean, or jicama, often eaten raw, was grown by the early civilizations

of Mesoamerica and introduced into Southeast Asia in the sixteenth century by

Spanish colonialists.

to the islands of Mauritius and Reunion in the In-

dian Ocean, proceeded on to what is now Senegal,

in West Africa, and finally planted jicama in

French Guiana, on the north coast of South Amer-
ica. In so doing, he came close to reintroducing

the yam bean to its homeland.

The Amazonian yam bean species,

P tiiberosus, occurs as far north

as Venezuela and as far south as

Paraguay, but its history is more

obscure than that of the Mexi-

can species. Part of the reason

for the obscurity is doubtless that

the humid tropical lowlands of South

America can be quite inhospitable to ar-

chaeological remains. But a combination of factors

suggests that P. tuberosus, too, has a long history of

domestication: The plant is widely distributed. It

has a multitude of vernacular names (in various

language groups), including ashipa, chuin, iwa,

jacatiipe, jiquima, mhacucu, nupe, poi, and yushpe.

And in many rural areas it is still grown by indige-

nous peoples according to traditional cultivation

practices, such as slash and burn.

Some ethnobotanists and anthropologists are

convinced that root and tuber crops were among
the first plants to be domesticated. After all, it is

easy to imagine a transition from gathering roots in

the local environment to cultivating them close to

the family dwelling. In fact, the edible tubers of the

Amazonian species of Pachyrhizus

are thought to have been gathered

in Peru before the advent of agri-

culture—that is, before 8500 B.C.

And, as with other traditional root

and tuber crops from South Amer-
ica that were later cultivated in the

Caribbean, the presence ofP tubero-

sus in Cuba, Hispaniola, Jamaica,

Puerto Rico, and Trinidad today

suggests that the crop was intro-

duced by Amerindians from north-

ern South America, and thus points

to a history of cultivation that pre-

dates Columbus.

The earliest European report on

the cultivation of the Amazonian

yam bean dates to the work of a

mid-sixteenth century missionary,

who describes how tribes living

along the coastline ofBrazil used the

plant. Some four centuries later, two

German-Brazilian investigators

—

the emigre botanist and chemist

Theodor Peckolt and his son, Gustavo Peckolt—re-

ported that it was cultivated as food for slaves on

large estates. The long, thick tuberous roots, they

noted, were dried and smoked, turning them into

what the Peckolts called "vegetable sausage."

The third cultivated species, the Andean yam
bean (P. aliipa, locally known as ahipa or ajipa),

rarely occurs today outside Bolivia.

But it, too, has a long history of

pre-Columbian—indeed, pre-

Inca—cultivation in the Andes.

Dried ahipas were among the

provisions buried with the dead

two millennia ago on the south

coast of Peru, accompanying the

hundreds of lavishly wrapped mummies
discovered beneath the arid sands of the Paracas

Peninsula. The ahipa was also depicted on the em-

broidered cloaks, knitted textiles, and imagina-

tively sculpted and painted ceramics produced by

such thriving pre-Columbian societies as the

Nazca, the Moche, and the Chimu.
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tation in nursing mothers, as a digestive, and as an

antipyretic. It is a key ingredient in remedies for

respiratory and urinary-tract ailments. Fresh

seeds—first ground or chewed, then mixed with

lard—are applied as an ointment against itch and

mange. Supervised experiments have borne out

the vahdity of some of the plant's alleged digestive

benefits and other medicinal uses.

Practically no part of the plant is wasted. Its seeds

and, to a lesser extent, its foliage—both of which

have been found to contain the insecticidal com-
pound rotenone—have long been used for the con-

trol of insect pests. Once the rotenone is extracted

Dried yam hearts accompany the mummies buried

two millennia ago on the south coast of Peru.

from the mature seeds, the remaining oil is a fine

alternative to cottonseed, peanut, or soybean oil.

And once both the rotenone and the oil have been

extracted, the remaining "seed cake"—which con-

tains roughly as much protein as the similar residue

from soybeans—is commonly fed to cattle and pigs.

The various species and cultivars have found

their way into a dizzying array of utilizations.

In seventeenth-century China, diced yam beans

were preserved in syrup and eaten as candy; during

the same period in Mexico, the diced tuber was

wrapped in sweet dough, then placed in syrup-

filled jars and exported to Spain. Today Mexicans

often put jicamas inside piiiatas—the decorative

papier-mache containers that are fiUed with good-

ies and then smashed to pieces at festive occasions.

Taiwanese fishermen often take jicamas with them

on long expeditions, as nutritious and imperishable

provisions. In the towns and villages of southern

Bolivia—notably in Tarija

—

during the Corpus Christi

celebrations in June, people

sip fermented or unfer-

mented fruit juices from

vessels formed of hollowed-

out ahipas ornamented with

flowers. And thirsty Peruvian field laborers in the

high, dry Andean forests, often finding themselves

far from sources of freshwater, simply harvest, peel,

and squeeze a yam bean to get a refreshing drink.

Of the three domesticated species of Pachyrhizus,

the Amazonian species

—

P. tuberosus—boasts the

most variations and the greatest array of culinai-y

possibilities. Both the cocotkhuin cultivar, which

takes only four months to grow to full size, and

the ashipa cultivar, which takes twelve months, are

eaten raw as fruit or processed for their juice. A
third cultivar, the chuiii, has a much higher propor-

tion of dry matter (starch, fiber, and

protein) than do the other two.

Chuins are always eaten cooked,

and people process them in nu-

merous ways. In the valleys of the

Maranon and Ucayali rivers of

north-central Peru, for instance,

chuins are often turned into farinha,

a toasted, homemade flour, and

almidon, a sweet, sun-dried paste.

Those preparations become the

basis of toasted cakes, alcoholic

drinks, and puddings (one kind of

pudding is made from farinha

mixed with raw tortoise eggs and

sugar). Often those same products

are made from manioc roots (Mani-

hot esculenta), a common, though far

less nourishing, staple food.

Besides being consumed as food,

the yam bean has been used in nu-

merous other ways in traditional

societies: It serves as an aid to lac- Farmers in central Thailand harvest their abundant crop ofjicama.

I
n most areas of Am.azonia there is Httle or no

trade in yam beans; they are consumed by the

people who grow them. In the Andes, however,

yam beans are sold both locally and in the larger

cities. In Bohvia, for instance, ahipas fetch a price
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Chuin cultivar of the Amazonian yam bean is more potato-like than the other

species and cultivars. It is only consumed cooked or otherwise processed—as flour,

as an alcoholic drink, and as a basic ingredient in puddings and cakes.

(by weight) comparable to or even higher than that

of manioc, peanuts, and potatoes, but their eco-

nomic promise there seems limited. Unlike those

comparably priced crops, ahipa plants must be

pruned several times a season. Another downside is

the plant's relatively short growing season; manioc,

peanuts, and potatoes, in contrast, provide cash flow

throughout the year. Finally, the demand for fresh

ahipa juice has waned as the demand for commer-

One yam bean cultivar yielded more than seventy tons

an acre—about thirty pounds offood per square yard.

cially produced soft drinks has increased. Thus the

ahipa's market share in both urban and rural areas is

not only small but also steadily decHning—and wiU

remain that way unless the crop is promoted.

The jicama, by contrast, has become an eco-

nomic success in central Mexico, with local differ-

ences in elevation making it possible to have two

complementary cultivation cycles. It is now a major

crop both for local use and for export: more than

half a million tons are shipped abroad each year,

and the wholesale price in 2001 (the most recent

year for which aggregate data are available) was

$1.13 per pound. That is an amaz-

ingly high price for a root crop in

bulk. Most of the Mexican jicama

crop goes to the United States.

To be marketable, however, the

jicama tuber must have a regular,

rounded shape and weigh between

one and two pounds. To achieve

those characteristics, the grower

must make sure each plant is build-

ing just one tuber, and must re-

move all the flowering shoots three

or four times during the growing

season. That amount of pruning is

no small task.

Traditionally, farmers cultivate

between 24,000 and 32,000 jicama

plants an acre, growing them to-

gether with maize and beans in the

same fields (a technique known as

intercropping). The average yield

in central Mexico, where yam
beans have been cultivated under

irrigation for close to two irullen-

nia, is roughly thirty-five tons of

tubers an acre, an impressive figure

for a tuber or root crop. And in

field experiments in the central Mexican state of

Guanajuato, a locally bred commercial jicama cul-

tivar yielded more than seventy tons of tubers an

acre—the equivalent of about thirty pounds a

square yard—perhaps a world record for a tuber or

root crop (or at least a tie with the sugar beet).

The only other tropical subterranean crop

whose yields even come close to those of the culti-

vated yam bean species is manioc, though in other

respects yam beans have the

edge: a typical Pachyrhizus

crop, except for that of the

ashipa, is ready to harvest in

less time (four to seven

months, depending on the

species), and its protein con-

tent by weight is four to five times greater than

manioc s. Moreover, once harvested, all yam bean

tubers can be kept in a natural state for several

months without significant deterioration, whereas

manioc roots must be covered with paraffin to dis-

courage desiccation and the growth of fungi.

When I started the Yam Bean Project in 1985,

the gene banks of the project held few seed

samples and Uttle information. Eventually investi-

gators carried out a number of field surveys, and by

now they have gathered several hundred collections
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of samples from farmers, villages,

and wild plant populations. In addi-

tion, details about the origin, distri-

bution, and cultivation of the col

lected material have been catalogued.

The project also conducts hybridization experi-

ments, aimed at developing high-yield and

drought-tolerant cultivars that appeal to local con-

sumers. Ideally the hybrids will combine the

Amazonian species' vigor, the Andean species'

habit of self-pollination and its indifference to

variations in temperature, and the Mexican spe-

cies' high yields. Endowed with that combination

of attributes, the crop would grow well under

many climatic conditions. Laboratories and

greenhouses participating in the project are testing

some 600 hybrids, and field trials are being carried

out at various altitudes as well as in both rainy and

semiarid regions.

In trials carried out in Benin, Costa Rica, Mex-
ico, and the Pacific island kingdom of Tonga, for

instance, two cultivars of the Mexican jicama have

each yielded between thirty-five and seventy tons

an acre. A Haitian variety of one Amazonian culti-

var has yielded more than thirty tons an acre in

Benin. Trials in Spain and Portugal have demon-
strated the astonishing potential of the Andean
ahipa, even when grown under conditions quite

unlike those in South America. The Mediter-

ranean yields were almost twenty-five tons an

acre—compared with yields of less than four and a

half tons per acre when the Andean potato was

originally introduced into Europe.

Getting people to eat something new, however,

can be quite a challenge. When the yam bean

was first introduced into Tonga, local people were

reluctant to accept it, even though the traditional

Tongan diet is based largely on tubers and other

subterranean crops. The yam bean's crisp, juicy

quahty—and the idea of eating the tuber raw

—

struck the Tongans as exotic and peculiar.

Nevertheless, the combination of the demand by

local Asian and European residents, the ease of cul-

tivation, and the introduction of the chuin cultivar,

which must be cooked, has persuaded Tongans to

grow, sell, and swallow yam beans in increasing

quantities. The news from Benin is siinilarly en-

couraging: thanks to media coverage, several field

trials have had to cope with the "problem" of

unauthorized nighttime sampling by local farmers.

The biggest practical problem, though, is the avail-

ability of seeds for local cultivation.

Today crops are grown on only about 12 percent

of the Earth's land surface. But if we Pachyrhizus

aficionados have our way, your local

health food store will soon be selling

freshly pressed jicama juice as an al-

ternative to carrot juice; your local

bakery will be creating pastries made with

chuin paste; your local supermarket will be stocking

yam bean oil in the salad-dressing aisle; and you'll be

spraying rotenone on the tomato plants in your

backyard. Just give us a few more years. D

.&ceraK3^>Kti-.

Seventeenth-century drawing of an Amazonian yam
bean—known as Dolichos until the early nineteenth century,

when the genus was renamed Pachyrhizus

—

was made by the

French priest and botanist Charles Plumier. The illustration on

page 39 is a later copy of Plumier's drawing.
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Virtual

Universe
Centuries of astronomy, plus

video-game technology, combine

to offer a stunning new perspective

on our place in space.

By Brian Abbott, Carter Emmart, and Ryan Wyatt

Johannes Covens and

Cornelis Mortier, celestial

planisphere, eighteenth century G azing up at the

sky on a clear,

dark night, you

can readily convince yourself that the stars are tan-

talizingly close—close enough, if not to touch,

then at least to visit with a spacecraft. A small dose

of astronomy, however, quickly dispels the hope of

interstellar travel: the stars are impossibly distant,

separated by trillions of miles, and the distances we
humans have traveled vanishingly small. With that

in mind, you could be forgiven for revising your

first reaction to the night sky and becoming con-

vinced that any journeys our species makes to the

stars will take place only in our imaginations.

But imagination thrives on ideas. Stirring peo-

ple's imaginations with an accurate and dynamic

representation of our place in the universe is well

worth engaging the best minds and methods. After

all, the first maps of the New World, and the first

reasonably accurate globes of Earth, created a

powerful sense of wonder, widening our perspec-

tive of humanity's place in the world.

Similar flat maps and globes, as elaborately deco-

rated as fantasy could inspire, have for centuries por-

trayed the stars and constellations of the night sky

[see illustration above]. But unlike a globe of the

Earth, a celestial globe has Utde practical use today.

No one believes anymore, as scholars did in the

Middle Ages, that the stars are lights on a uniformly

distant sphere. Tracing a path from star to star on
such a surface, as if it were the outHne of a constel-

lation, reveals next to nothing about the shifting

perspective that a true stellar voyager might experi-

ence, or what our Sun might look like from another

star. No flat map, no globe painted with stars, can

accurately render the true three-dimensional spatial

relations among the objects scattered across the sky.

Imagine that you could travel to the Big Dipper

in a faster-than-light spaceship that could take you

there in less than a minute. At the beginning of

your journey, the small group of seven bright stars

takes its familiar shape: three stars for the handle,

four stars for the bowl of the dipper. Some of those

stars, of course, are actually closer than others. So

as you leave our solar system and approach the

Dipper, its outUnes become distorted. You pass the

nearest star, then the second-nearest, the third, and

now, with the seven stars all around you, it hardly

makes sense to think of them as a dipper at all.

They have become just a collection of stars.

Until recently, a trip to the Big Dipper could take

place only in one's imagination. But now, powerful

new tools have been created that enable you to ex-

perience such an interstellar journey in a planetar-

ium or even on a laptop computer, with an accuracy

as pinpoint as modern astrophysics can provide.

The possibility oftaking such a virmal tour ofthe

universe in three dimensions has been realized

by the NASA-supported Digital Universe atlas,

developed by the Hayden Planetarium of the

American Museum of Natural History. Depending

on your taste and the time you devote to your

tour, the Digital Universe can carry you any-
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The

has

where—from the orbits of the innermost planets,

to the stars that form the constellations, to the

galactic neighborhood of om- own Milky Way, to

the most distant known objects in the universe.

The best way to begin is to let an astronomer take

you for your first spin, while you enjoy the ride.

The dome in the Hayden Planetarium, or in any

other large planetarium, is an ideal theater for trav-

eling along the simulated starways. But if you want

to drive, to pilot your own spaceflight and change

course whenever you like, you can download the

fr-ee software and catalog of celestial objects over the

Internet (www.haydenplanetarium.org/hp/vo/du/down

load.html). Ride or drive, either way the look and

feel of our stellar and galactic neighborhoods have

become accessible not only to the professional as-

tronomer, but to virtually everyone.

The Digital Universe adas has grown out of a

convergence of two great streams of technical

achievement: celestial mapmaking, the product of

centuries of observation and scientific break-

through, combined with hardware and software en-

gineering, which enables sophisticated

data visualization. In principle, the merg-

ing of those two streams is simple; in

practice it is laborious but brilliantly syn-

ergistic. Together they have drawn back

the curtain on the universe in all its

three-dimensional glory.

Knowing the positions of celestial objects makes

it straightforward to calculate their apparent rela-

tive positions from any fixed perspective. Recalcu-

lating positions from a series ofperspectives along a

smooth trajectory, and displaying them rapidly in

sequence, creates the illusion of smooth, animated

motion through space. Thus, an abstract collection

of data becomes a visceral experience.

Cosmic cartography begins with astronomical

measurements. Astronomers share those

measurements through a network of catalogs and

publications, and computers have combined and

seamlessly integrated the network into the atlas. In

that way, hundreds of thousands of celestial objects

from numerous catalogs have found their way into

the Digital Universe.

At its base, the Digital Universe adas is built on

highly precise astrometry—the "latitude" and

"longitude" of objects in the sky—combined with

the best available estimates of the distances of those

objects from Earth. The work of mapping the for-

mer two coordinates, at ever-increasing precision,

constitutes thousands of years of effort. But surpris-

ingly, it was only 166 years ago that astronomers

made the first relatively accurate distance measure-

ment to an object outside our solar system. Until

that time, nothing definite was known except that

the stars were very far away.

In 1838 Friedrich Bessel, then director of the

Konigsberg Observatory in Berlin, calculated the

distance to the star 61 Cygni. Bessel measured how
the star appeared to shift relative to the surrounding

stars, a result of viewing it from one side of the

Earth's orbit around the Sun, then observing it again

from the other side of the orbit six months later. This

shift in perspective is called parallax, and from its

magnitude Bessel calculated the approximate dis-

tance to 61 Cygni with simple geometry.

The parallax method remains the most accurate

technique for measuring distances to objects out-

side our solar system. But the diameter of the

Earth's orbit, 186 million irdles, limits the use of

the method to the nearest stars, within about 500

light-years of Earth. A light-year is about 6 trillion

miles, and so 500 light-years seems quite a substan-

tial distance. Yet it constitutes only a small "bub-

ble" of observable space, centered on Earth.

look and feel of our stellar neighborhood

become accessible to virtually everyone.

How can distances to objects be surveyed be-

yond our neighborhood bubble? Within our

Milky Way, a star's spectrum reveals its luminosity

class—hence, its intrinsic brightness. By compar-

ing a star's intrinsic brightness with its apparent

brightness (as seen from Earth), its distance can be

estimated. Unfortunately, the method is not as ac-

curate as parallax, but it is the best method avail-

able for most stars that are too far away for parallax

measurements.

Another method relies on the knowledge of

variable stars, whose brightness varies periodically.

The rate at which the apparent brightness of cer-

tain variable stars changes is directly related to their

intrinsic brightness. Ifyou measure the period over

which a star varies, as well as its brightness as seen

from Earth, you can estimate its distance. In 1918

the astronomer Harlow Shapley applied that

method to find the distance to many globular star

clusters in the Milky Way. In fact, he was ultimately

able to locate the center of our galaxy—a giant leap

forward in the spatial understanding of the uni-

verse. With the variable-star method, the bubble of

known distances extends outward into extragalacric

space, about 50 million Hght-years from Earth.

Beyond that distance, other objects can serve as

"standard candles"—objects whose brightness at

I
4
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Perspective views from the Digital Universe atlas, a

virtual-reality corvputer program developed at the

American Museum of Natural History, demonstrate some
of the power of the program to take viewers on virtual

space voyages from Earth to the far reaches of the

universe. Starting with our Sun and its family of planets

(1), seen against the band of the Milky Way, the

trajectories of our most distant space probes (2) are

plotted to their positions in 2050, the equivalent of the

distance light travels in a day. At a distance of one light-

week (3), our solar system is lost in the Sun's glare; even

farther out (4) is a collection of cometary objects called

the Oort Cloud, depicted as a sphere one light-year

across. From a distance of some twenty light-years (5),

constellation outlines converge toward the Earth's

location; the positions of the known planets outside the

solar system are highlighted with blue circles.

The Earth's most powerful radio signals have by now
expanded to fill a sphere 65 light-years in radius (6),

barely discernible from 1,000 light-years away (7)—

a
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vantage point that also shows distorted constellation

lines, globular star clusters, and, in the background, the

center of our Milky Way. The star clusters nearest our own

indicate the flatness of our home galaxy (8), represented

as a typical four-arm, barred spiral (9): the galaxy is home
to several hundred billion stars. Our nearest galactic

neighbors, members of a collection called the Local

Group (10), lie within 2 million light-years or so. The Local

Group disappears rapidly as the vantage point becomes

even more distant: in the regions between clusters of

galaxies (1 1], a square grid marks out distances out to 10

million light-years from Earth. The Virgo Cluster includes

some 1,000 galaxies (red cluster of points, upper left of

center in 12), with a reference grid out to 100 million

light-years. New astronomical surveys, revealing galaxies

and clusters (13) several hundred million light-years from

home, unveil the large-scale structure of the universe

(14). Quasars, billions of light-years away, are highlighted

against the most distant radiation detectable, the cosmic

microwave background (15).
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their source is always the same, much Uke Kghtbulbs

of equal wattage. For example, if one lightbulb is

ten feet from an observer, and a second Ughtbulb is

a hundred feet away, the farther lightbulb would ap-

pear to be the dimmer (a hundred times dimmer, to

be 'precise). Similarly, astronomers infer- distance by

assuming, on sound independent grounds, that cer-

tain astronomical objects all have the same

"wattage," and so they can aU serve as mutually cor-

roborating standard candles. One standard candle,

detectable from as far away as about 5 billion light-

years, is the explosion of a certain kind of massive

dying star known as a type-la supernova. AU type-la

explosions are assumed to be of similar luminosity.

Beyond the 5-billion-light-year boundary, yet

another method is available for determining three-

dimensional structure: redshift. In the 1920s the

film, and video projectors were added to the mix
of planetarium technology to tell the story of as-

tronomical progress. But portraying the wonders

of a universe that seemed to be expanding as

knowledge grew proved to be challenging. How
could planetariums convey the immensity of the

universe? How could they simulate the experience

of a flight to the farthest reaches of time and space?

Even astronomers had to grapple with the diffi-

culty of representing their discoveries in a two-

dimensional format. A classic example is the discovery

of the large-scale structure of galaxies in the 1980s:

astronomers were forced to analyze the size and

shape of the local universe by viewing two-dimen-

sional "shces" through the three-dimensional data.

When smaller, more powerfiil computers became
available, astronomers were finally able to examine

As you move among the stars in the vicinity of our Sun, you may find that it is all too

astronon^er Edwin Hubble noted that the farther a

galaxy is from Earth, the greater its redshift, or the

amount by which its light is shifted toward longer,

or redder, wavelengths of the electromagnetic

spectrum. The same effect governs the pitch of a

train whistle: to a listener standing on a platforin,

the wavelength of the sound becomes longer, and

the pitch becomes lower, as the train speeds away.

By measuring the redshift and applying Hubble 's

relation between redshift and distance, one can es-

timate distances to the farthest reaches of the ob-

servable universe, many billions ofhght-years away.

While astronomers were radically expanding

their view of the universe in the early part

of the twentieth century, a new invention was also

fueling a rising public enthusiasm: the planetarium.

The first optical-projection planetarium made its

debut in 1923, when engineers at the Carl Zeiss

Company in Jena, Gennany, projected stars on the

interior of a hemisphere. A marvel of engineering,

the "Wonder ofJena" attracted tremendous atten-

tion, and similar technology soon spread across Eu-

rope and the United States. A faithful reproduction

of the night sky—pinpoint, luminous stars that rose

and set, along with planets that followed their

proper trajectories—formed the core of planetar-

ium technology, enabling instructors to give dra-

matic demonstrations ofthe science of celestial mo-
tions and Newtonian physics.

As astronomical knowledge about the universe

has grown, new tools have been invented or ac-

quired to keep the planetariums up to date. In the

decades from the 1920s until the early 1990s, slide.

data more comprehensively—and with greater in-

sight. All the objects in a virtual space could at last

be plotted in proper perspective. Around that same

time, the Evans & Sutherland (E&S) Computer
Corporation in Salt Lake City, a pioneering com-
pany in computer graphics, introduced a digital

projector for planetariums that could, with a single

lens on a video projection tube, display a black-and-

white star field—as well as other monochromatic

images made up of dots and lines. Unlike earlier

planetarium projectors, E&S's device presented a

three-dimensional universe: the stars had depth, the

orbits of the planets in the solar system could be ob-

served from any angle, and users could input data

from many sources.

For the Hayden Planetarium, the new technol-

ogy offered the potential to convey contem-

porary astrophysics as never before. In 1995 the

American Museum of Natural History was em-
barking on a complete redesign of the planetarium,

then sixty years old. The pubKc viewing space was

to be housed within a sphere suspended in a glass

cube, in what would become the Rose Center for

Earth and Space. Several years earlier, in 1991, J.

Richard Gott III, an astrophysicist at Princeton

University, had chaired the museum's study on the

future of planetariums. The museum, which had

just completed a renovation of its dinosaur displays

to reflect new understanding, was receptive to

Gott's suggestions about how to revamp the Hay-

den Planetarium so as to represent the current state

ofknowledge about the universe.

Optical-mechanical projection systems, such as
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the Zeiss star projectors, worked extremely well at

depicting stars as they appear from Earth, because

stars appear "fcced" in the night sky. The Sun,

Moon, and planets seem to inove relative to the

stars, and their motions could readily be repro-

duced by small, special-purpose lens systems. But

to create seamless, fuU-color images of the varying

scales of the universe, a more flexible system was

needed: a computer in which the graphics cover

the entire planetarium dome. A mosaic of video

projections could act as an enormous computer

monitor, presenting a full hemisphere of imagery.

When the Hayden Planetarium reopened in

2000, after its extensive renovation, a virtual trip

through the universe required a supercomputer.

Navigating databases of thousands of celestial ob-

jects and displaying them in a series ot stiH images at

the standard video rate of

J
thirty times a second posed a

Sy W gtl lOSl. tremendous computational

challenge. Fortunately, the

phenomenal growth and popularity of flight simula-

tors and electronic video games spurred the field of

3-D data visualization to grow up almost overnight.

Thanks in part to the video-game industry, personal

computers today incorporate graphics processors

that surpass the capabilities of the supercomputer

the planetarium purchased only five years ago. The

new technology arrived practically ready-made for

transfer into industry and academia.

To view the Digital Universe atlas created at the

Hayden Planetarium, you can use a program

called Partiview (for "particle view"), developed

by Stuart Levy, a research programmer at the Na-

tional Center for Supercomputing Applications in

Champaign-Urbana, Illinois. A Partiview user can

explore any part of the observable universe. The
technology renders a series of perspective views fast

enough for you to explore the database of stars and

galaxies as if you were "travehng" in real time,

rather than flipping through two-dimensional snap-

shots, one after another.

The illusion of motion is critical to gaining an

understanding of the spatial relations among celes-

tial objects, because it gives the viewer a physical

experience of the scales and positions of the ob-

jects. As you move among the stars and galaxies in

the vicinity of our Sun and our Milky Way, you

learn how to find your way around. But you may
also find that it's all too easy—and a humbling and

disorienting experience—to get lost!

Cruising the stars and galaxies is no longer con-

fined to facilities with supercomputers and multiple

video projectors. The technological innovations

that fueled advances at the Hayden Planetarium

and other large institutions around the world are

making their way into smaller domes as well, and

even onto laptop computers. Single fish-eye pro-

jectors that cover an entire dome now display digi-

tal skies in planetariums in many schools, science .

centers, and public libraries.

The observable universe is immense beyond any

ordinary experience, but not beyond the

human ability to chart, visuaHze, and share. We
begin to grasp its immensity by translating it into

something we can see. As visual creatures, we use

"immersive" technology to gain a sense of familiar-

ity with the region around us, beginning with the

Earth and moving constantly outward to expand

our horizon of the familiar. By experiencing our

place in ever-widening regions, we come to identify

a much larger "home" than we ever imagined be-

fore. In much the way our species has, for iTuUennia,

viewed the night sky with awe, perhaps the Digital

Universe can help stimulate a cosmic perspective to-

ward our own species. D

"Edge" of the observable universe, the most distant source of data from astro-

nomical surveys in any direction, is depicted by the Digital Universe atlas. The

projection of the image lends it a remarkable, if superficial, resemblance to the

planispheres of former centuries. Because light travels at a finite speed, the

image portrays the distant past, not long after the big bang. Representing the

cosmic horizon is the cosmic microwave background radiation, whose minute

temperature variations are rendered here in false-color blues and greens.

I
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No Place to Call Home
Japanese Brazilians discover they areforeigners

in the country of their ancestors.

By Takeyuki Tsuda

Elderly Japanese teacher instructs her pupils in a Japanese commune
near Sao Paulo. Japanese immigrants and their descendants began

establishing communities in Brazil as early as 1908; they now number
more than 1.2 million. Some, including the teacher in the photo-

graph, go out of their way to maintain their ethnic heritage; others

would gladly blend into the majority population if it were not for their

recognizable physical features.

From my window on the train rolling

into the station in Tokyo, the people

waiting on the station platform were a

blur. As we slowed down to our precise stop-

ping point, Japanese faces came into focus.

The doors opened, and people shuffled in or

out of the car. Just before the doors closed,

three men strolled in. Compared with the

other passengers, these Japanese appeared

quite different, their demeanor casual and

leisurely. Two were dressed in shirts of bright

mixed colors and jeans with a stripe down the

side. The third wore a T-shirt with the word
"Brasil." They were in the middle of a loud,

boisterous conversation, in Portuguese.

"It's really funny," one of them remarked,

leaning against a handrail with his hands in

his pockets. "He goes on talking and talking,

but the Japanese don't understand him."

"The poor guy," another said. "It's because

his Japanese is old-fashioned. Not only that,

it's a dialect from Okinawa." They laughed.

Instantly the three men—Brazilians of

Japanese descent—drew the attention of the

surrounding native-born Japanese. Some
looked up from their newspapers to stare.

Other gave furtive glances, pretending not to

notice the strangers. Two women sitting be-

side me turned their eyes away from the men
and looked at each other. They exchanged

one word: gaij ill ("foreigners").

I felt like an eavesdropper two times over.

Born in the United States ofJapanese immi-

grants, I, too, was a gaijin, at least technically.

But my parents had seen to it that I absorbed

their native language and culture, and I had

visited "the homeland" many times. In Japan,

by observing all the social graces, I could

often pass for a native. My anthropological

fieldwork, however, focused on Japanese-
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Brazilian immigrants, like the three men on the

train. To learn about their prior lives in Brazil, I had

spent more than eight months in Porto Alegre and

Ribeirao Preto, conducting interviews and partici-

pating in community activities. Now, to understand

the experiences of the Japanese Brazilians who had

come to live in Japan, I was spending much of my
time working alongside them in a Japanese factory.

I was probably the only other passenger who could

foUow the conversation in Portuguese. Yet for the

moment I kept mum and observed passively. Jug-

gling my various private and public identities in the

field was a strain, and I was off duty.

Brazilians ofJapanese descent began arriving in

Japan during the late 1980s, in search of high-

paying factory jobs. Their anomalous ethnic status

attracted considerable attention from the start. "The

first time the Japanese Brazilians came to town, 1

was really surprised," one young

Japanese man told me. "I thought,

wow, look at these weirdos! What in

the world are they anyway? They

lookedJapanese, but they weren't real

Japanese. They acted completely dif-

ferently, spoke a foreign tongue, and

dressed in strange ways. They were

like fake Japanese, Uke a fake super-

hero you see on TV."

With a population of about

280,000, Japanese-Brazilian immi-

grants have become the third-largest

group of foreigners living in Japan,

after the Koreans and Chinese. To

social scientists they are "return mi-

grants," because they are going back

to their ethnic homeland. Yet most

ofthem were born and raised in Brazil, do not speak

Japanese very well, and have become culturally

Brazilian to various degrees.

Such ethnic return migration is a worldwide

phenomenon. In recent decades more than half a

million people of Korean and Japanese descent,

who were scattered across China, Eastern Europe,

and Latin America, have return-migrated to Korea

and Japan. In Europe, there has been a massive re-

turn of several million ethnic German, Hungarian,

Italian, and Spanish descendants from Eastern Eu-

rope and Latin America to their homelands. Moti-

vated by long-held traditions, millions ofJews, no-

tably from Eastern Europe, have settled in Israel.

Because they and their forebears have become as-

similated into the culture of a foreign land while liv-

ing abroad for generations, the return migrants

often find themselves treated as ethnic minorities in

their "home" countries. Many of them work as un-

skilled manual laborers, which confines them to low

social and economic status. Hence, whatever nostal-

gic longing and attachment they might have felt to-

ward their ancestral homelands, return migrants

often find the reality of their new circumstances

alienating. In response, many adopt a strong sense of

national allegiance and identification with the

country they left behind, stronger than any they

ever felt before. Others assume the identity of a di-

asporic people, whose sense of belonging cannot be

defined in nationalist terms.

Ironically, the parents or grandparents of the

Japanese Brazilians had left Japan in search of a better

life in Brazil. Many of those emigrants were farmers,

recruited as contract workers for Brazil's booming

coffee plantations. The labor flow began m 1908 and

continued into the early 1960s. Although most of

the emigrants intended to return to Japan after sev-
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Japanese Brazilians in Sao Paulo chant during a Buddhist ceremony that honors

deceased members of their community. Such occasions serve to preserve some

of the Japanese ethnic heritage in a foreign land.

eral years, the vast majority settled permanently in

Brazil with their families. There, they went on to

become independent farmers and landowners. Many
have since urbanized and their descendants have en-

tered Brazil's middle class as professionals and busi-

ness owners with educational levels and incomes

substantially higher than the Brazilian average.

Numbering more than 1.2 million, they constimte

Brazil's oldest and by far its largest Asian minority.

Japanese BrazHians are now relatively well inte-

grated into Brazilian society, but because of the

attention that is given to racial appearance in Bra-

zil, other Brazilians always refer to them as Japoiies.

I noticed this kind of treatment a few days after I

arrived in Porto Alegre. "Oi, jcipoiies!" a Brazilian

street vendor called out to me, trying to interest

me in his goods. A httle while later a bus-station
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attendant gestured, not

at all impolitely, to-

ward a bench where 1

could sit while waiting:

"Espem aqiii, japoiies.
"

There it was again;

I was beginning to re-

alize it was common
practice. "Even if we
become completely

Brazilian and act as

Brazilian as possible,"

a young Japanese-Bra-

zilian student told me,

a hint of resignation in

his voice, "we will al-

ways be seen as Japan-

ese because ofour faces.

We can go to a soccer

game and cheer on our

favorite Sao Paulo team, or even dance samba in the

streets, and in the midst of it, someone wiU say,

'Hey, jflj3c)w&.'"'

But in contrast to most ininority groups, who
suffer from low socioeconomic status, prejudice.

Brazilians of Japanese descent, who have migrated to Japan to

work on an assembly line in Oizumi, are branded by their blue,

factory-issue uniforms.

their numbers continue

to grow steadily, de-

spite that nations cur-

rent economic reces-

sion. Close to one-fifth

of the entire Brazilian

iiikkcijiii population

now lives in Japan.

Well-educated and

middle-class in Brazil,

most of them work as

unskilled laborers in

small and medium-size

firms in the manufac-

turing and construction

sectors. StUl, based on

the exchange rate, they

earn five to ten times

their Brazilian incomes.

Like their own fore-

bears, most of them arrive in the new country in-

tending to work for just a couple of years and then

quickly return to Brazil with their savings. Conse-

quently, they have also become known as dekasegi,

short for dekasegi ivdoslm, Japanese for "temporary

Drawn hy factory jobs, one-fifth of all Japanese Brazilians now live in Japan.

and discrimination, the Japanese Brazilians gener-

ally enjoy higher-than-average status and may even

be admired for their "Japanese" cultural attributes.

Indeed, the Japanese BraziHans in Brazil have capi-

talized on the prevailing favorable image by em-
bracing their Japanese identities while generally

distancing themselves from what they perceive to

be the negative aspects of Brazilian culture.

In the early 1980s, eight decades after the first

Japanese emigrants set foot in Brazil, the Brazil-

ian economy entered a prolonged period of crisis.

Meanwhile, the Japanese economy, which had

grown beyond all expectations to become the sec-

ond largest in the world, was suffering from an

acute shortage of unskilled labor. Immigration-

poUcy makers in Japan decided to admit nikkeijin

(people ofJapanese descent born and raised abroad)

from South America as foreign workers. Govern-

ment officials rather cavalierly assumed the nikkeijin

would assimilate smoothly into Japanese society,

providing much-needed immigrant labor without

disrupting Japans cherished ethnic homogeneity.

Seeking to maintain their standard of living, the

Japanese Brazilians started arriving in Japan, and

migrant worker But many have already brought

their families to Japan, and the process of long-term

immigrant settlement has begun.

Given my experience in Brazil and my famil-

iarity with Japanese customs, I felt well posi-

tioned to explore both sides of the ethnic en-

counter between the return migrants and their

native hosts. I started my research in Ota city and

adjacent Oizumi town, three hours by train to the

north of Tokyo. They are part of an industrialized

area that has the highest concentration of Brazilian

nikkeijin m Japan. The local government has wel-

comed the immigrants and provided them with an

array of services, including both standard school-

ing and special language classes for the children.

hi the anthropological tradition of "participant

observation," I arranged to work in a factory, essen-

tially as a return migrant myself, alongside Japanese

and Japanese Brazilians. I tried to get to know my
co-workers while I installed utility cables and pres-

sure gauges on tlie inspection section of an air-

conditioner assembly Une. I also conducted inter-

views with Japanese BraziUans who were not factory

workers—owners of ethnic businesses, graduate
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students, liaisons and assistants for local governments

and labor-broker firms, and members ofiiikkcijiii as-

sistance organizations. After four and a halt months

I moved to Kawasaki city, near Tokyo, to do more

interviews for another eight months.

Approaching the native Japanese workers proved

to be far more difficult than I could have imagined.

I wore the same blue uniform as the Japanese-

Brazilian factory workers, ate lunch with them in a

separate room, clustered with them during breaks,

and was heard speaking Portuguese. I was disinayed

to reahze that as far as the Japanese Were concerned,

I was as Brazilian as samba and carnival. None of the

Japanese workers interacted with me socially: there

were no greetings, no smiles of recognition in the

morning, no small talk. They didn't even bother to

ask or remember my name; instead they

simply called me gaijin-san ("Mr. For-

eigner") . For me it was quite disorienting.

It seemed as if it ought to be simple

enough for me to introduce myselt and

clarify my ethnic and professional identity.

In practice, though, it took a lot of persis-

tence. The initial reaction was apt to be one

of subdued surprise, because my fluency in

Japanese was unexpected. When 1 then ex-

plained that I was from the United States,

the reaction would be another expression of

surprise: not being white, 1 hardly fit their

stereotypical image of an American, and if I

was American, why was I working in a

Japanese factory and why did I speak Por-

tuguese? My final revelation—that al-

though I was working on an assembly Une I

was "actually" a graduate student doing re-

search—generally elicited a skeptical "Re-

ally?" or a noncommittal "I see."

On one occasion I introduced myself

to a foreman on a section where I

worked for a few days. Later, one of my
co-workers told me that the foreman

thought I had lost my mind. "He can't deal

with the fact that he is a dekasegi in Japan,"

the foreman supposedly said. "So he's cre-

ating some kind of fantasy that he's an

American and doing research."

The Japanese workers were particularly reluctant

to reveal their attitudes toward the Japanese Brazil-

ians. The topic was controversial, and management

put a lot of pressure on them to treat the nikkeijin

well and avoid creating conflict. Outside the fac-

tory I had better success: there I was better able to

present myself with Japanese manners and de-

meanor, and gain more candid interviews.

"The Japanese do not perceive the nikkeijin well,"

one middle-class Tokyo resident told me. "They are

seen as people who were from rural villages and

were poor. They were the type of low-level people

who couldn't survive in Japan. So they had to dis-

card Japan and go abroad." Native Japanese go on to

assume that the Japanese Brazilians have now mi-

grated to Japan because they could not succeed in

Brazil either. Thus the migration legacy of the

nikkeijin subjects them to a double social stigma.

The racial appearance that marks the japones as

a minority in Brazil doesn't differentiate them

once they arrive m Japan, but that doesn't spare the

return migrants from being seen as an ethnic mi-

nority. Both the Japanese government officials, as

Samba parade in Oizumi, Japan, offers Japanese-Brazilian immigrants a

cfiance to embrace their South American heritage. Back in Brazil, some

would have shunned such a performance.

well as most of the Japanese workers and residents

I interviewed, were quite disappointed to discover

how culturally Brazilian the nikkeijin had become.

As a result, the return migrants became targets of

common negative stereotypes of Brazilian or La-

tino character.

"Even if they don't have money to live tomor-

row," an older Japanese woman told me, "they de-
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cide to enjoy life today and worry about tomorrow

when it comes. They are open and jovial people,

but careless, irresponsible, and lazy. Warm coun-

tries are like this." Some Japanese residents com-
plained that Japanese Brazilians living in the neigh-

borhoods make excessive noise in their, apartments

and party until late at night on weekends.

One Japanese worker expressed a common senti-

ment: "The nikkeijiii don't work hard, and can't

work properly. Lots of people resent them because

they can't work well and cause problems for the

Japanese workers, who have to work extra to make

the Japanese are people lacking calor liinimiio

("human warmth").

Some return migrants, having been raised on anti-

quated images ofJapanese culture, are keenly disap-

pointed to find Japan is so Westernized. But most of

them also arrive with idealistic images ofJapan as a

highly developed First World nation with ultramod-

ern cities, high-tech industries, and luxurious living

standards. As a result, they are also disappointed to

discover that the country has its share of narrow

streets, small houses, poor neighborhoods, homes

without flush toilets, and small, dingy factories.

''To he considered Japanese, it is not sufficient to have a Japanese face.

up for them." Most Japanese workers I interviewed

did not seem fully aware that the iiikkcijiii, as a mi-

grant labor force with high turnover, tend to be

new workers with relatively little experience in the

factory. In contrast, the Japanese employers gener-

ally had a favorable impression of the nikkeijiii,

compared with Japanese seasonal or part-time

workers. But employers also had criticisms. "They
are too individuaHstic, selfish, and think only about

their own personal needs and not those of others,"

one employer told me. "They have no group con-

sideration and don't help each other, but instead

harass those among them who try to do more to

raise group efficiency." Whatever their private prej-

udices, though, most native Japanese residents and

factory workers I observed did not express those

prejudices to the nikkeijiii.

In contrast to my experience interviewing native

Japanese workers, I found it easy to relate to the

Japanese Brazilians on the assembly Hne. They were

quite conscious of their counterparts in the United

States, like me (the so-called nipo-mnericaiios); most

of them also knew what an antropologo w^lS.

For their part, many Japanese Brazilians "return"

to their ethnic homeland expecting to be socially

accepted, if not eagerly welcomed, and are disap-

pointed to find they are socially isolated and treated

as foreigners. "To be considered Japanese, it is not

sufficient to have a Japanese face and eat with

chopsticks," one man said. "You must think, act,

and speak just like the Japanese." In Brazil the

Japanese Brazilians had considered their own de-

meanor to be relatively quiet and restrained. In

Japan they discover that the ways in which they

walk, dress, and gesture is strikingly different from

those of the Japanese. At the same time, the return

migrants contend that, compared with themselves,.

Almost mirroring the Japanese on the assembly

Une, the nikkeijiii were often critical of the native

workers. "The Japanese think they are superior to

us because they have been in the factory for much
longer and have more experience," one woman
maintained. "But the Brazilians work better. In my
workplace, I do the work of three Japanese and do

it more efficiently and seriously. The Japanese

workers don't want to contribute to quality. If the

Brazilians do better work, the Japanese get jealous."

Because so much of my fieldwork involved so-

hciting the views of the return migrants and

the native Japanese toward each other, I often found

myself enacting mutually inconrpatible nikkeijiii and

Japanese identities, often in rapid succession or even

simultaneously. Fieldworkers have come to realize

that their own cultural and personal biases and char-

acteristics may directly afl'ect the outcome of their

work, and that a sanitized, depersonahzed account

actually undermines the very scientific objectivity it

is supposed to express. The observer is also being

observed by the natives, and what the natives per-

ceive as the anthropologist's professional, ethnic,

gender, class, and other characteristics will influence

their responses. My own experiences were a con-

stant reminder of the need to remain aware of such

interpersonal dynamics in the field.

When denied their previously cherished Japanese

identity, some Japanese-BraziUan return migrants

look to religion to fdl the void. Others, particularly

those who are isolated from their ethnic peers, suffer

from mental disorders, creating imaginary friends or

even turning to suicide or to criminal behavior. But

the most common reaction is a reaffirmation of their

Brazilian identity. Although back home many were

critical of aspects of Brazilian society, in Japan they

tend to speak highly of Brazil's living conditions.
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natural resources and agriculture, sports heroes,

food, and friendly people. Instead of striving to

blend in as native Japanese, they begin acting in

overdy Brazilian ways, speaking Portuguese loudly in

public, wearing Brazilian clothes, and introducing

themselves as Brazilians. They also take part—more

actively than they ever did in Brazil—in events that

feature Brazilian music, dance, clothes, and food.

Among the most visible of the "Brazilian" events

are the samba parades, organized in communities

with high liikkeijiii concentrations. Although most

Japanese Brazihans never bothered to participate in

samba in Brazil (and even scorned it as a lowly ac-

tivity), they suddenly find themselves dancing the

samba in Japan and enjoying it a great deal.

Since most of them never became thorouglily

knowledgeable about samba, however, their parades

tend to be somewhat improvised and haphazard. In

one parade I attended in Oizumi town, the samba

costumes ranged from simple bathing suits, clown

outfits, and festival clothes with Brazilian national

colors to simple T-shirts and shorts. The contrast to

the elaborate outfits expressly designed for samba

festivals in Brazil could not be more striking. Fur-

thermore, most of the nikkeijin did not even seem to

know how to synchronize their body movements

properly. Nevertheless, the performance affirmed

their Brazilian identity, and the crowds of curious

Japanese spectators, who clogged up the street with

their cameras and camcorders, validated the dancers'

sense of "otherness."

Even ifthey try to blend into the rest ofJapanese

society, the return migrants have Httle chance of

doing so. The sizable number of them who give up

their original plans to return to Brazil will Hve out

their lives as outsiders. Many of their children,

though, will be able to bridge the ethnic gap. They
are not only learning to speak the language in

Japanese schools, they are also adopting Japanese

attitudes and even prejudices about the country

their parents left behind. They will not long re-

main strangers in their ethnic homeland. D

Japanese Brazilians in Oizumi, Japan, clieer tlie Brazilian soccer team at the start ot the 2002

World Cup final, which was played in Yokohama. (Brazil defeated Germany, 2-0.)
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THIS LAND

Singapore's Vest-Pocket Park

A rainforest survives u'ithin sight ofskyscrapers.

By Jamie James

In
1819 the English administrator

and naturalist Thomas Stamford

Raffles landed on what is now
Singapore's main island, with a man-
date to establish a colonial port. He
found a population of about 150

Malay inhabitants and a tropical rain-

forest edged by pestilential swamps.

Commerce and rubber planting soon

transformed Singapore into one of

the most profitable jewels in the

crown of the British Empire. Today it

is an independent nation of 4.1 mil-

lion people and skyscrapers that soar

fi-om its city center.

Only a few slivers of rainforest sur-

vive within the 246 square miles of

the main island. One such area is

Bukit Timah Nature Reserve, which

ranges across the highest hill (533 feet)

in the interior. Although the reserve

covers little more than 400 acres, its

value to naturaUsts can only grow, as

developing nations in Southeast Asia

rapidly clear-cut their virgin forests.

In the Malay language bukit timah

means "tin hiU." The hill (bukit) is

made of granite, however, so it's a

good guess that the original name
was Bukit Temak: temak is Malay for

a species of gigantic Slwrea tree, and

someone may have applied that name
loosely to the related species that

grow on the hill. Part of the hill's

claim to fame is that the English nat-

uralist Alfred Russel Wallace began

his historic study of Malay flora and

fauna in and around it in 1854. He
stayed at a Jesuit mission surrounded

by logging camps, where, in just two
months, he collected 700 species of

View east from the summit of Bukit Timah hi/i, lool<ing toward thie Upper Peirce

Reservoir in the Central Catchment Nature Reserve. High-rise housing in the

distance is in Singapore's northeastern satellite towns.

beetle. He attributed his phenomenal

success to the loggers, who left be-

hind heaps of sawdust and rotting

wood detritus that provided the in-

sects with a veritable banquet.

The principal danger Wallace faced

during his sojourn there was from

tigers. As he wrote in his classic ac-

count Tlie Malay Arcliipelago, "It was

rather nervous work hunting for in-

sects among the fallen trunks and old

sawpits, when one of these savage an-

imals might be lurking close by, wait-

ing an opportunity to spring upon
us." Almost as treacherous were the

tiger traps, pits dug fifteen to twenty

feet deep, which dotted the island.

According to Richard T. Corlett,

an ecologist at Hong Kong Univer-

sity who has investigated the history

of the reserve, Bukit Timah was

probably subject to a degree of log-

ging, as Wallace's writings imply, but

it has been under some form of pro-

tection since at least 1848. That is not

to say the forest has enjoyed uninter-

rupted tranquility. In 1942 the hiU

was on the front line of the battle for

Singapore, one of the worst British

defeats of the Second World War.

The Japanese occupiers respected the

reserve, however, bringing in Kwan
Koriba, a botanist from Kyoto Uni-

versity, to oversee the island's parks.

Some caves near the peak of Bukit

Timah, which served as military de-

pots during the war, are now grated

over and offer safe roosts for bats.

I
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The skirmishes at Bukit Timah
since the war have been disputes

about encroaching development. In

1986 a major highway was com-
pleted along the reserve's eastern

perimeter, separating the area from

the Central Catchment Nature Re-
serve, where the major remaining

rainforest of Singapore Ues. And
granite quarrying nearby—another

bone of contention—did not cease

until the late 1980s.

In 1967, in their book Jlie Tlieory

of Island Biogeogmphy, the ecologist

Robert H. MacArthur and the

biologist Edward O. Wilson of

Harvard University proposed that the

degree of biodiversity surviving in an

island ecology is a function of the area

of the island and its distance from the

source of immigrating species. Those

principles have been tested and con-

firmed for artificially created islands

of primary habitat, as well as for

landmasses actually surrounded by

water. The rule of thumb is that an

island reduced to one-tenth its origi-

nal size will lose half its species.

By that standard, Bukit Timah is

beating the odds. Although more

than 99 percent of the original rain-

forest on the island of Singapore has

been cleared, the reserve still retains

nearly half the original native bird

species and many small mammals.

But the large vertebrates have not

been so fortunate. The island's last

tiger was reportedly shot in the Choa
Chu Kang district in 1930 (not, as

local folklore would have it, in 1902

in the billiards room of the Raffles

Hotel in downtown Singapore). The
last one at Bukit Timah was killed in

1924 (the reticulated python has re-

placed the tiger at the top of the re-

serve's food chain). Other large mam-
mals that have vanished are the

leopard, the largest species of deer

(the sambar and the barking deer),

the pig-tailed macaque, and the wild

pig. Some ecologists think that once

the big vertebrates are gone, it is just

a matter of time before the entire fab-

ric of biodiversity unravels.

•*^ BUKIT
^ATURE RESERVE

The loss ofmany na-

tive bird and mam-
mal species from Bukit

Timah can be traced to

hunting and trapping,

rather than to isolation

and habitat degradation.

That may sound Hke a

dismal conclusion, but it

speaks well, at least, for

the potential of a small

reserve to maintain the

diversity of its fauna.

The flora seem even

more resilient. Singa-

pore's National Parks

Board, which manages both the Bukit

Timah and Central Catchment nature

reserves, undertakes only moderate

reforestation, allowing parts of both

reserves to regenerate naturally. As

Chew Ping Ting, a research officer,

explains, the park service concentrates

on rare tree species that produce

adequate numbers of seedlings for

VIETNAM
THAILAND

MAUYSIA ji

SINGAPORE

"^INDONESIA'

0—"200
Miles

Strait of

Singapore

Hanguana malayana grows on the forest floor.

transplantation, such as Aquilaria malac-

ccusis. Whenever possible, the reserve

managers try to replant where there

are gaps in the forest canopy, to give

the saplings an edge.

WILDLIFE SAMPLING

Birds Asian fairy bluebird, greater

racket-tailed drongo, olive-winged

bulbul, orange-beUied flowerpecker,

and striped tit-babbler.

I N D O N E S I

Miles

For visitor information, contact:

National Parks Board Headquarters

1 Cluny Road

Singapore 259569

(65)6471-7808

www.nparks.gov.sg/

Mammals Common tree shrew, long-

tailed macaque, mouse deer, pangoUn,

plantain squirrel, slender squirrel, and

flying lemur (not a lemur at all, this

last species, which glides like a flying

squirrel, is one ofjust two extant spe-

cies in the order Dermoptera).

Reptiles and amphibians Black-

bearded flying lizard, elegant bronze-

back snake, green-crested lizard, par-

adise tree snake, reticulated python,

spiny turde, and Wagler's pit viper.

Insects Atlas moth, forest grasshop-

per, giant forest ant, giant honeybee,

green-bodied cicada, jungle cock-

roach, Nepliila inaculata spider, rhi-

noceros beetle, sky blue butterfly,

and wood scorpion.

Trees Aquilaria malacceiisis, jelutong,

keruing, nemusu, and seraya.

Shrubs and herbs Ant plant, black hly,

Haiigtiaiia malayana [see photograph on

this page], pendant ixora.

Ferns Bird's nest fern, resam, stag-

horn fern, and various grass terns and

tree ferns.

JamieJames is a critic, novelist, and travel

writer based inJakarta.
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REVIEW

Heat Exchange
The global warming debate mixes daunting complexity with

high political stakes, a toxic brew that continues to test dispassionate science.

By Robert Ehrlich
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The complex mix of science

and politics bundled together

under the label "global warm-
ing" usually prompts one of two

generic responses in books for the

general pubUc. One is a call to action,

as in Al Gore's Earth in the Balance. The

second is a call to inaction, as in the

wittily titled The Satanic Gases, by

Patrick J.
Michaels and Robert C.

Balling Jr. In Tlie Discovery of Global

Wanning, Spencer R. Weart brings a

welcome third perspective to the sub-

ject: the historical point of view.

Weart, as it happens, is both a physi-

cist and a historian of science, and his

diverse activities make him well quah-

fied for the task he sets out to do (and

accompHshes!) in his book. His aim is

to describe the many converging

strands of science that led to the "dis-

covery" of global warming—by which

he means the emerging scientific con-

sensus that people are discernibly (and

probably quite significantly) affecting

Earth's climate through the green-

house effect.

As Weart makes clear, the "discov-

ery" announced in his title is quite dif-

ferent from the usual discoveries in

physics. The latter can often be traced

to a particular moment in time and to

the work of a particular person or

group. But the consensus among sci-

entists about the effects of global

warming developed gradually, Weart

tells us. And by "connecting the dots

among roughly a thousand of the most

important papers in the science of cli-

mate change," he shows how that hap-

pened. (The Web site that supple-

ments Weart's published volume,

hosted by the American Institute of

Physics at www.aip.org/history/climate/,

includes roughly three times more ma-
terial than the book does, but it is both

clearly organized and surprisingly easy

to navigate.) In some places the book

does indeed read almost like an elabo-

rate mystery story, with all the atten-

dant false clues and twists of plot.

Some of the plot thickeners are

quite instructive. Take for instance the

view that emerged during the 1960s

and early 1970s, according to which

the planet was probably facing a new
ice age. That view was embraced by

some of the same investigators who
today are quite certain the Earth is

headed for some serious warming.

To be fair, however, that shift is by

no means just a reversal of opinion.

Rather, it represents a refinement of a

still-evolving climate theory—an out-

come that should come as no surprise

to anyone familiar with the way sci-

ence really works. In fact, the current

understanding among most climate

scientists is that both views (warming

and cooling) are right. We are facing

both near-term global warming, be-

cause of a buildup of greenhouse

gases, and an eventual serious cooUng

(another ice age), probably as a conse-

quence of small shifts in the Earth's

The Discovery

of Global Warming
by Spencer R. Weart

Harvard University Press

t 2003; $24.95

axis of rotation. Weart's approach,

then, gives just the kind of treatment

that places the history of ideas in the

context they demand.

Weart is probably correct in as-

serting that the consensus

today is more reliable and more robust

than the ice-age predictions of thirty

years ago. The belief in a human-
induced warming trend is more
widely held within the scientific com-
munity than the belief in a coirdng ice

age ever was. The evidence for an an-

thropogenic cause of recent warming

also rests on firmer foundations, given

that climate-modeling tools are far

more sophisticated now than they

were in the 1970s. Still, science is not

an enterprise in which "majority

rules." And Weart reports that though

nearly all the computer models now
agree in "predicting" the present cli-

mate—that is, taking into account

conditions and trends in the past, their

computational results are in accord

with today's climate—the critics of

global warming point out that the

models have been "laboriously 'tuned'

to match [current climate) by adjust-

ing a variety of arbitrary parameters."

None of these caveats imply that the

climate modelers are wrong; science

generally makes gradual progress to-

ward the truth. But the caveats ought

to remind people that when climate

models are projected into the future,

their predictions should be viewed

with some degree of caution, particu-

larly when it comes to the assumptions

built into the models. In most places

Weart is appropriately cautious in his

assertions, reminding his readers that

scientists rarely label a proposed answer to

a scientific question "true" or "false," but

rather consider how likely it is to be true.

Normally a new body of data will shift

opinion only in part, making the idea

seem a bit more likely or less likely.

Weart also is forthcoming about the

many uncertainties about global warm-
ing that remain, despite the present

consensus.

Weart's decision to write from the

historical perspective—understandable

as that is for a historian of science

—

does present some structural problems

for the reader. For one thing, informa-

tion on specific topics is spread

throughout the book. Readers who
want to know about the role of

aerosols in the global cUmate, for in-

stance, have to read about the subject

in dribs and drabs. They won't find

out whether, on balance, aerosols tend

to warm or to cool the planet until

they are three-quarters of the way

through the book. That's a more seri-

ous shortcoming than it may at first

appear, because aerosols are one ex-

ample of what global-warirdng skep-

tics call a "fudge factor": one whose

effects can be arbitrarily adjusted in the

computer models.

Another quibble I have is that,

though The Discovery of Global Warm-

ing is intriguing and well written, its

readability suffers from the author's at-

tempt to weave together so many dif-

ferent threads of the story.

But the book's biggest problems ai-e
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some conspicuous omissions, and a

certain lack of balance. Take the dis-

cussion of feedback. Seven scattered

passages in the book address feedback,

yet one never gets a hint that feedbacks

can be negative as well as positive. Pos-

itive feedbacks tend to amplify initial

disturbances that warm or cool the

planet; negative feedbacks tend to

damp them down. Negative feed-

backs, whether they operate in the

presence of heating or cooling factors,

drive a perturbed global climate back

to the state it was in before the pertur-

bation in question; they are a force for

equiUbrium rather than instability.

There are many examples of nega-

tive feedback. Atmospheric carbon

dioxide (CO,), for instance, stimulates

the growth of plants, and the plants ab-

sorb more CO, from the atmosphere.

Another example is the cloud-evapo-

ration cycle: low-altitude clouds

formed by temperature-driven evapo-

ration block the sunlight. The block-

age cools the planet, which leads to re-

duced evaporation. But not only does

the book shortchange its discussion of

negative feedbacks; it also usually de-

scribes the action of positive feedbacks

in unnecessarily ominous terms. Feed-

backs that simply amplify planetary

temperature changes—perhaps only

modestly—become changes that

"[switch] the cUmate system to a dras-

tically different state."

Some ofWeart's other omissions are

equally disturbing. Why, for example,

does he leave out any discussion of

sateUite data on global temperatures,

and the degree to which they deviate

from readings at weather stations on

Earth s surface? The disagreement de-

serves attention on its merits, but to

ignore it entirely arouses suspicion

about Weart's objectivity. SateUite data

show a much smaller increase in

global warming than do measure-

ments at ground stations or projec-

tions based on computer climate

models. The satellite data have been

repeatedly cited by some skeptics of

global warming as a major objection

to the mainstream consensus. Because

they are averaged over larger areas,

satellite data are less subject to bias

than data from ground stations, so

skeptics argue that sateUites yield the

more reliable data set.

Although the book is certainly no

polemic—there is no call for ac-

tion to avert catastrophic global warm-
ing—the reader can find many in-

stances in which Weart's biases color

his presentation. (Bias, of course, Uke

beauty, is in the eye of the beholder; it

is entirely possible that some of the

imbalance discussed here may belong

to the reviewer rather than to the

book's author.)

Weart's discussion about global-

warming skeptics and their arguments

is probably where he strays furthest

from his otherwise reasonable tone.

In several brief passages he treats two

of the more vocal among them: the

atmospheric physicist S. Fred Singer

and the physicist Frederick Seitz.

Weart's discussion, though not disre-

spectful, focuses more on their

sources of funding, methods of publi-

cation, and backing by politically

conservative groups than it does on

their actual arguments.

Weart notes that "the most out-

spoken scientific critiques of global

warming predictions rarely appeared

in the standard scientific publica-

tions"—but instead, with few excep-

tions, in venues backed by industrial,

business, or conservative policy inter-

ests. The point is true, but one won-
ders why Weart regards it as relevant.

Attacking the "most outspoken"

skeptics is really attacking a straw man

.

Would Weart offer up a similar asser-

tion—equally true—about the "most

outspoken" behevers in an imminent

global-warming catastrophe? They,

too, rarely publish such dire appraisals

in scientific journals, but instead, with

few exceptions, in venues backed by

Hberal, anti-industry groups.

Further on in his narrative, Weart

belatedly acknowledges that some
skeptics, such as the meteorologist

Richard S. Lindzen of the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology, are

highly respected climate scientists



who have pubhshed their findings in

the peer-reviewed literature. But for

the reader, the impression has already

been created that most of the skepti-

cism about global warming is based

on ideology, not on science.

Another part of Weart's narrative

that might have benefitted from

a more evenhanded approach is his

detailed discussion of the Intergovern-

mental Panel on Climate Change

(IPCC). The body of hundreds of sci-

entists and government representatives

arrived at its own conclusions about

global warming in its first report, is-

sued in 1990, and, through its subse-

quent reports, played a major role in

forging the present consensus. "Be-

cause they were under a mandate to

make only statements that virtuaUy

every knowledgeable scientist could

endorse," Weart writes, "IPCC's con-

sensus statements were highly quali-

fied and cautious."

What he fails to mention is that,

urJike the IPCC reports themselves,

the executive summaries for policy

makers have been anything but cau-

tious about the way they highlight

certain points in their presentation of

the global-warming problem. He also

fails to note that some major contrib-

utors to the IPCC reports have been

highly critical of their contents.

Lindzen, for instance, has said that

"the possibility of large warming,

while not disproven, is also without a

scientific basis."

So just what does the IPCC project

for the next hundred years? The third

and latest report, issued in 2001, notes

that during the twenty-first century,

average global temperatures could rise

by between 2.5 and 10.4 degrees

Fahrenheit (between 1.4 and 5.8 de-

grees Celsius). What is notable about

the latest IPCC projection is its high

upper hmit and its significant uncer-

tainty: a factor of four between the

upper and lower limits. How does the

IPCC arrive at those numbers?

The answer comes not so much
from the global-cUmate models them-

selves, but from inputs to those mod-

els. The inputs depend in turn on

projections of future worldwide eco-

nomic growth, and the extent of its

dependence on fossil fuels. To arrive

at temperature increases by the year

2100 anywhere near the IPCC's upper

hmit, you have to assume that devel-

oping nations will soon catch up with

the West, and that when they do, they

will be just as wasteful about energy as

Americans are today. All that seems

fairly improbable, though a govern-

mental organization such as the IPCC
is unUkely to admit as much. As for

greenhouse gases, emissions of aerosols

and smoke, and the management of

crops and forests, among other things,

can be calculated, he writes. But

"these changes depend less on geo-

cheinistry and biology than on human
actions." The skeptic Lindzen might

put the matter much the same way.

So what is the global warming de-

bate really all about? It's not about

whether global warming is real or

not—nearly everyone agrees that it

is, at least to some degree. What is

Robert & Shana ParkeHarrison, Reclamation, 2003

the lower limit to the IPCC's projec-

tion, which assumes much less future

reHance on fossil fuels, an increase of

that magnitude in the next century is

probably something to which the

world can adjust.

At the end of the book, Weart im-

plicitly acknowledges that the magni-

tude of any future climate warming

is largely unpredictable. "The biggest

source of uncertainty now," he writes,

"is not in the science." True, the pre-

dicted climate changes caused by

ultimately at stake is how best to

react to a threat whose severity and

impact are so uncertain. And one of

the most pressing questions is

whether the cost of remediation out-

weighs the cost of inaction.

It's also worth pointing out that

global warming may not be entirely

negative. Weart is far too dismissive of

that possibility; he gives it only one

short paragraph in the entire book.

Yet if the temperature increase in the

coming century remains in the lower
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half of the range projected by the

IPCC (that is, less than 5.4 degrees

Fahrenheit, or 3 degrees Celsius),

there could be numerous benefits

both locally and globally, particularly

in regions of severe cold.

In part, the benefits would stem

from the expected patterns of warm-
ing: the warming should be much
greater in winter than in summer, and

greater in very cold regions than in the

more temperate or tropical regions.

Hence in most places warming would

benefit agriculture—or, at worst, shift

it poleward. Higher COt levels and

fewer killing frosts should also benefit

crops, and higher temperatures would

make it feasible to grow valuable crops

such as citrus in regions that were once

too cold. As for the direct effects of

warmer temperatures on human mor-

taHty, they should, on balance, be pos-

itive in most regions, because the re-

duction in extremely cold days should

more than offset the increase in the

number of extremely hot days. Storms

and droughts might become more fre-

quent in some places, but not necessar-

ily worldwide, as Weart suggests.

Some consequences of global

warming, of course, will be far more
negative than positive. A rising sea

level Avould inundate many coastal

cities and communities, and both in-

undation and rapid temperature in-

creases would almost certainly dam-

age natural ecosystems. The latter

consequence is particularly worri-

some; one recent study has suggested

that between 15 percent and 37 per-

cent of all living species could be dri-

ven toward extinction by 2050 by

global warming. No one can put a

dollar value on such terrible loses,

should they occur.

But among the impacts that can be

calculated, the overall picture is far

froin clear. Some economists estimate

that, on the whole, the effect of a

warming up to 5 degrees Celsius

could be economically positive for the

United States and other developed na-

tions. The effect on developing na-

tions is less likely to be benign. Yet if

the scenarios that yield the largest

temperature increases are correct in

assuming that those nations will soon

catch up economically, maybe they,

too, will have enough resources to be

able to cope with the situation.

On the other side of the ledger,

suppose you concede that the

overall effect of global warming would

probably be negative. Then you might

ask. What would it cost to prevent it?

Here Weart does not have a great deal

to say. He does note that "more and

more experts were confident that they

could find practical ways to keep cU-

mate change within tolerable limits

without harming industrial efficiency."

Most of the remedies he cites, how-
ever, would lead to only modest re-

ductions in greenhouse gases. That

isn't to argue against some of Weart 's

pay-for-themselves ideas for conserv-

ing energy and reducing the consump-

tion of fossil fliels. No one who wants

to reduce U.S. dependence on foreign

oil can dismiss them, just because they

do not go very far toward solving the

problem of global warming.

Some other ideas of Weart's, how-
ever, seem well outside the bounds of

what is politically possible—or desir-

able. For example, he suggests that the

United States emulate Europe and add

several dollars in tax to gasohne prices.

That is simply not going to happen

—

nor should it. A sizable gasohne tax is

regressive, and it would have a drastic

economic impact on the nation if im-

posed suddenly.

Whenever one thinks about the

likelihood of a catastrophic impact

from global warming, the so-called

precautionary principle comes into

play. As Weart puts it, "If there is even

a small risk that your house will burn

down, you will take care to install

smoke alarms and buy insurance." So,

given all the uncertainties, why
shouldn't humanity do whatever it can

to eUminate even the smallest risk of a

catastrophic warming? My response to

that question is: "Smoke alarms, sure,

but insurance, maybe not."

The decision to buy insurance can

depend on many factors: its cost, how
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REVIEW BOOKSHELF By Laurence A. Marschall

fireproof your house is, the amount to

be paid in the event of a claim, the

Umitations of the poHcy, the likeUhood

that a better pohcy might be available

in the short term. As an insurance pol-

icy, for instance, the Kyoto Treaty

(which Weart discusses mainly to

demonstrate how isolated the U.S. is

from world opinion) appears to have

little to recommend it. It offers only

insignificant reimbursement—in terms

of the warming effects it would pre-

vent—in return for what could be a

very high cost. A fully implemented

Kyoto Treaty would make almost no

difference to either the rise in sea level

or the probable loss of species. Yet it

might divert huge amounts of capital

for replacing fossil fuels rapidly with

alternative energy sources.

If the dimensions of the global

warming problem should turn out

to be as severe as many people claim,

action far more painful than what is re-

quired by the Kyoto Treaty could be-

come necessary. For now, however, the

picture is not at all clear—as Weart

notes, it may never become com-
pletely clear. Nations should certainly

adopt prudent, "no-regrets" actions

that make sense no matter what the fu-

ture levels of global warming. Energy

conservation and the promotion of

nonfossU-fuel energy sources, includ-

ing nuclear energy, fall in that cate-

gory. Market forces, including the end

of cheap oil and the exploitation of less

expensive rene'wable sources of energy,

as well as possible technical fixes for

the global-warming problem, such as

extracting CO, during fossil-fuel com-
bustion, may make any remedial action

that much easier in the future. In the

meantime, then, why not just stick

with "no-regrets" actions?

Robert Ehrlicli is a professor of physics at

George Mason University in Fairfax, Virginia,

and the author most recently of Eight Prepos-

terous Propositions: From the Genetics of

Homosexuality to the Benefits of Global

Warming (Princeton University Press, 2003),

a series of case studies in how to evaluate evi-

dencefor and against controversial questions.

Ishi's Brain: In Search of

America's Last "Wild" Indian

by Orin Starii

W. W. Norton & Company,

2004; $25.95

When Orin Starn visited the Oli-

vet Memorial Park cemetery,

just south of San Francisco, several

years ago, he could not help noting

how strange it was that Americas last

"wHd" Indian now rested in a stark

-A J ::a

Ishi, recovering from starvation,

September 1911

white columbarium flanked by a row

of faux Greek columns. Ishi had spent

most of his fifty-odd years hunting and

gathering along the creeks of northern

Cahfornia. Now his ashes lay behind

the glass window of Niche 601, in a

black pot ofPueblo Indian origin. Ishi's

history, it seems, had ended as incon-

gruously as it had begun.

In August 1911 newspapers nation-

wide reported the discovery of a starv-

ing man crouching in the backyard of a

slaughterhouse near the northern Cah-

fornia town of OroviUe. He wore only

a tattered denim shirt, carried a rough

sack with some manzanita berries and

dried meat inside, and spoke a language

no one understood. The anthropolo-

gist Alfred Lewis Kroeber, suspecting

that Ishi was a cultural fossil, had him
brought to San Francisco. Kroeber set-

tled Ishi at the newly opened Museum
of Anthropology and saw to it that he

was hired as a part-time janitor.

Ishi ultimately adapted well, even to

his duties as a "hving exhibit," putting

on Sunday demonstrations of arrow-

head making and other native arts for

eager crowds of visitors. He learned to

converse in broken English and devel-

oped a taste for doughnuts and ice-

cream sodas. Professors came west to

interview him, take down his utter-

ances, and make wax cylinders of his

chants. When he died of tuberculosis

in March 1916, the Sati Francisco Ex-

aminer reported that he had been cre-

mated "according to the customs of

the California tribes," along with his

bow and arrows, some acorn meal,

and a pouch of tobacco.

But Ishi's story had only begun.

Over the years, Californians trans-

formed him into an icon of an un-

spoiled past they'd never known, the

one that existed before the missions,

the forty-niners, the farmers, and the

freeways turned the state's promised

land into a nightmare. In 1961 Kroe-

ber's widow Theodora wrote a best

seller portraying Ishi as a noble savage;

the book became a favorite of the

1960s flower children.

In the 1980s and 1990s, newly em-
powered Native Americans began to

retell Ishi's story as a case smdy in cul-

tural imperiahsm. In 1997 Art Angle, a

poUrical activist and a descendent ofthe

Maidu, neishbors of Ishi's Yahi kinfolk,

organized an effort to rebury Ishi in the

old Yahi territory near Mount Lassen.

Rumors cfrculated among some of the

Maidu that Ishi's brain had been re-

moved for scientific study just after his

death, though it was not clear what had

happened to it after that.

Starn, a cultural anthropologist at

Duke University in Durham,

North Carolina, played a role in find-

ing the brain, which had been pre-

served in a jar and sent to the Smith-

sonian Institution in Washington, D.C.,

and he writes with undisguised empa-

thy for the California tribespeople who
brought Ishi home. But he's too much
of a scholar not to note the cultural

ironies of the case. Little is known of

Ishi's Yahi ancestors, and practically

nothing of Ishi himself. But even be-

fore he set foot in San Francisco, Ishi
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was no unspoiled innocent. He wore

garments of factory-made cloth, for-

aged for food near homesteads and

general stores, and even spoke a few

words in the language of his neighbors

(Maidu and perhaps Spanish).

The various tribes of native Ameri-

cans who contributed to bringing

about his reinterment have more cul-

ture in common with each other—and

with the residents of Brooklyn—than

they do with Ishi's ancestors. They
drive gasoHne-powered vehicles, watch

the NFL on the tube, and pay more

heed to Arnold Schwarzenegger than

to the spirits of the hiUs and wood-
lands. In the end, the lessons of Ishi's

story have more to do with managing

cultural identity in the modern era

than with returning to Ishi's way ofHfe.

notations. Someone had taken the

time to examine all of Copernicus's ar-

guments, even the most turgid mathe-

The Book Nobody Read:

Chasing the Revolutions

ofNicolaus Copernicus

by Owen Gingericli

Walker & Company, 2004; $25.00

Everybody knows that a book by

Nicolaus Copernicus set in mo-
tion the scientific revolution of the

Renaissance, but it's a safe bet that

practically no one aUve today has read

it. De revolutionibns orbium coekstium

("On the Revolutions of the Heavenly

Spheres"), written in a language no
longer spoken, went to press while the

Polish astronomer lay on his death-

bed in 1543. Even sixteenth-century

scholars, who traded Latin one-liners

at the dinner table, must have been

daunted by the technical prose. Ac-
cordingly, and despite its provocative

content, Copernicus's book initially

raised few hackles among Catholic

clergy, who did not place it on their

"Index of Prohibited Books" until

1616. In his 1959 best seller The Sleep-

walkers, Arthur Koestler summed it up

as "the book that nobody read."

Was it? In 1970, when Owen Gin-

gerich, then an astrophysicist at Har-

vard, had a chance to examine a copy

of the first edition of De revolutionibns,

he was impressed by its extensive an-

Anon., Nicolaus Copernicus, German

School, 1575

matical sections. Someone clearly felt

the book was worthy of a reading as

close as any reading of the Bible or

the Talmud. The commentator was

unidentified, but the possibility that

others might have made such an inten-

sive study of Copernicus was too

strong to ignore.

Fascinated by the marginal notes as

well as the antiquarian texts them-

selves, Gingerich became a full-time

historian of science. His thirty-year

quest to locate, identify, and study all

the early editions of Copernicus's

magnum opus, with a particular em-
phasis on annotated copies, became

"The Great Copernicus Chase." The
chase turned up a rich collection of

marginaha, which has led to a deep-

ening understanding of Copernicus's

influence and of the intellectual cli-

mate of the era. And it culminated,

two years ago, in Gingerich's weighty

An Annotated Census of Copernicus' De
Revolutionibns.

Few people are likely to read Gin-

gerich's census, but anyone who
appreciates the printed word will gal-

lop through his new account ofhow it

came to be. Tlie Book Nobody Read

moves around the world Hke an espi-

onage thriller—from federal court-

rooms in Washington (where Gin-

gerich was an expert witness in the

prosecution of a book thief), to Bei-

jing, AustraHa, Soviet-era Leningrad,

and the Vatican. Using investigative

techniques worthy of Sherlock

Holmes, Gingerich has identified the

personal copies owned by such figures

as Johannes Kepler and Adam Smith.

Many, pace Koestler, bought the book
to read it; others became buyers just

because it was rare and important.

Gingerich describes their lives so

vividly that it seems he's met them in

the flesh. Yet whenever the reader be-

gins to tire of historical minutiae, Gin-

gerich throws in charming tidbits of

bibhophihc lore. Attentive readers will

learn how many books a sixteenth-

century printing press could produce

in a day, which insects bore round

holes through the pages of old books,

and how a German library once sold

o£F a copy of Newton's Principia be-

cause it was too heavily annotated, only

to discover that the notations were

made by Newton's contemporary and

archrival Gottfried WUhehn Leibniz.

Now that its first editions bring as

much as $800,000 at rare-book auc-

tions, De revolutionibns has truly be-

come a book that few can read, at least

in its original editions. Spend a few

hours, then, with The Book Nobody

Read, which, title notwithstanding, is

a book to be read by everybody.

A Bat Man in the Tropics:

Chasing El Duende

by Theodore H. Fleming

University of California Press,

2003; $50.00

A disclaimer: my experiences with

bats amount to a few memorable

jousts at two A.M., when, roused from

my slumber by a thrumming of wings

followed by a nudge from the other

side of the bed, I have grabbed a tennis

racket and ushered a night flyer out

through an open bedroom window.

Beyond these close encounters, I knew
little about bats before reading this

book, though, unlike many, I regard
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them as more annoying than fearsome.

Bats, I now recognize, are victims

of bad PR. In the countryside of

JVlexico and in rural Central America,

reports Theodore Fleining, it is com-
mon to assume all bats are vampires.

But few bats are actually bloodsuck-

ers. Most bats, if they eat meat at all,

eat insects, small rodents, and Hzards;

several insect-eating species consume

half their own body weight (and

sometimes more) in insects on each

night's foraging raid. Bats are there-

fore not to be feared but conserved,

not only for their control of insect

populations, but also for their pollina-

tion and seed dispersal ofmany highly

valued plants, including such dehca-

cies as mangoes and figs.

A good deal of credit for dispeUing

misinformation about bats goes to

Fleming, one of the rare humans for

whom bats are a passion. Among bat

mammalogists, he's something of a

gray eminence. Fleming can identify

species by their smell, their sound, or

their droppings. He's perfectly at

home sitting in a pitch-dark cavern

Black flying foxes (Pteropus alecto), western Australia

while tens of thousands of web-
winged creatures flap around him. He
even knows which bats urinate while

hanging upside down, and which turn

themselves upright beforehand (the

smaller species do it upside down).

Fleming's account of his studies is

notable not just for war stories and

bat lore, but also for his instructive

account of the variety of investigative

techniques required to practice good
biology. In the 1970s he began to at-

tach small radio transmitters to the

backs of bats (they didn't seem to

mind). By day, the radio signals

would guide him to hidden sleeping

places in hoUow trees and in hillside

caves in the Costa Rican rainforest.

By night, as the bats emerged from

their roosts, he and a small group of

volunteers and graduate students

would track the beeps, patiently

rnapping out the bats' activity pat-

terns and favorite foraging places.

Later, in studies of the lesser long-

nosed bat (Leptonycteris cumsoae), which

pollinates cactus flowers in the Sono-

ran Desert of Mexico, Fleming at-

tached small vials of luminous chemi-

cals to the backs of the bats. Then,

taking advantage of the open terrain,

he simply watched the moving "fire-

flies" through binoculars from a high

vantage point to see which cactuses

best attracted the bats. When he dis-

covered that some species migrate

hundreds of miles a year, he began

snipping minute samples ofwing tissue

from bats he caught in mist nets. He
could then track a inigrating popula-

tion by analyzing the samples

for their mitochondrial DNA.

For the friture, Fleming has

both good news and bad

news. Bat species may be more

resilient to habitat loss than

other wild mammals because

their diets are more adaptable

and because they can fly. And
public appreciation of bats is be-

ginning to work in their favor

too, thanks to some enlightened

efforts at environmental educa-

tion. But during his three

decades in the field, Fleming has seen so

many dirt roads become paved high-

ways, and so many forests turned to

cropland, that he cannot be certain how
much longer his beloved creatures will

continue to rule the night.

Laurence A. Marschall, aiilhor of The Su-

pernova Story, is the W.K.T. Sahm profes-

sor ofphysics at Gettysburg College in Penn-

sylvania, and director of Project CLEA,
which produces widely used simulation soft-

ware/or education in astronomy.
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nature.net

The Good Earth

By Robert Anderson

With the coming of spring and

the return of green to the

Northern Hemisphere, what better

way than the Web to explore the ex-

traordinary process of photosynthe-

sis? If you're lucky enough to culti-

vate your own garden, you know you

must seed on a tight schedule, often

dictated by the arrival of the final

frost ofwinter. To find maps showing

average annual minimum tempera-

tures in the United States, visit the

monthly garden zine (www.thegarden

helper.com). Under the title, click on

"Garden Encyclopedia," then scroll

down until you find the Ust of links

for "USDA Hardiness Zones." On
the same page, check out the sched-

ule of gardening tasks for April.

Not surprisingly, perhaps, the

process that greens the planet also

protects it. Photosynthesis helps cool

the atmosphere by absorbing carbon

dioxide, a greenhouse gas, and it

is a critical factor to consider in fore-

casting climate change and global

warming [see "Heat Exchange," by

Robert Elirikh, page 58]. I found a re-

markable, fresh perspective on photo-

synthesis at NASA's "Earth Observa-

tory" site, in an animation that

accompanies an article on Earth's

carbon "metabolism" (earthobserva

tory.nasa.gov/Newsroom/NPP/npp.html).

Every eight days for the years 2001

and 2002, NASA combined land-

based data with data from Terra and

Aqua, two Earth-orbiting sateUites,

to generate composite maps of the

world's "net primary production" of

carbon dioxide—the amount ab-

sorbed during photosynthesis, minus

the amount given oft" during respira-

tion. Scroll down the "Earth Observ-

atory" site to "animations," on the

right, where you'U find the compos-

ite maps compressed into a short film

(download the larger, twenty-mega-

byte version if you have a fast Inter-

net connection). In the film, tides of

photosynthesis ebb and flow with the

seasons across the oceans and conti-

nents of our planet [tipo images made

from the maps are shown below]

.

NASA also keeps track of the

abundance of aquatic hfe by measur-

ing the chlorophyll in the micro-

scopic marine plants known as phy-

toplankton. At nasa.gov/Observatory/

Datasets/chlor.czcs.html you can use

data sets obtained by satellites to

"build" your own animated illustra-

tions of the shifting concentrations

of chlorophyll.

False-color maps from NASA's "Earth

Observatory" Web site (see text) graphically

portray satellite data showing photosynthesis

rates in June (top) and December (bottom).

The colors depict the rate of the Earth's

"metabolism"—the rate of carbon absorp-

tion by plants: the rates are highest in red

and yellow areas, and progressively lower in

areas colored green, blue, and purple.

If you want to start your acquain-

tance with photosynthesis with

some history and a simple explana-

tion, go to wvi^w.chm. bris.ac.uk/motm/

chlorophyll/chlorophyll_h.htm, a site

run by Paul May, a chemist at the

University of Bristol in England.

Another approach—one my chil-

dren prefer—is through well-illus-

trated pages, such as the ones at

David Watson's "Flying Turtle" site

(www.ftexploring.com/photosyn/photo

synth.html).

Devens Gust, a biochemist at Ari-

zona State University in Tempe, of-

fers a good introduction to the im-

portance of photosynthesis for life

on Earth (go to photoscience.la.asu.

edu/photosyn, scroll down to "Edu-

cational Resources," and click on

"Why Study Photosynthesis?"). Gust

works at the university's Center for

the Study of Early Events in Photo-

synthesis, which has become a Web
clearing house for information on
the subject. In the same resources Ust,

you'U also find a long, well-organized

directory of related sites (click on
"Photosynthesis and the Web").

As the name implies, photosyn-

thesis is powered by electromag-

netic radiation. Even a cursory

glance at a diagram of the chain of

events needed to convert photons

into food hints at what a complex

process it is. (See, for instance, the

diagram at www.uqtr.ca/labcarpentier/

eng/home_frames.htm of "Electron

transport in the photosynthetic

membrane," by Robert Carpentier,

a biochemist at the University of

Quebec at Trois-Rivieres.) For

more information about how the

photosynthetic process got under

way on Earth, you can try

www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/bacteria/cyan

ointro.html, a site run by UCLA's
MuseuiTL of Paleontology.

Perhaps the most intriguing as-

pect of the study of photosynthesis,

however, is the promise it holds for

a sustainable future. The world's

hunger for fossil fuels is rapidly de-

pleting the photosynthetic bonanza

that took hundreds of millions of

years to store as coal and oil. But

biochemists may soon figure out

how to duplicate nature's most im-

portant chemical reaction, and har-

ness it more directly to make our

fuel from scratch.

Robert Anderson is a freelance science writer

living in Los Angeles.
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it's somewhat disingenuous of you to

contend that people should no longer

go into space. To take that position is,

in effect, to deny the next generation

of students the thrill of following the

same path you did: enabling one of our

own kind, not just a robotic emissary,

to walk on the frontier of exploration.

Whenever we hold an event at

the Hayden Planetarium that

includes an astronaut, I've found there's

a small but noriceable uptick in atten-

dance. People invariably seek the astro-

naut's autograph. This celebrity status

holds even for astronauts most people

have never heard of. Any astronaut will

do. The one-on-one encounter makes

a difference in the hearts and minds of

Earth's armchair space travelers

—

whether retired science teachers, hard-

working bus drivers, thirteen-year-old

kids, or ambitious parents.

Of course, people have been excited

about robots lately, too. From January

3 through January 5, 2004, the NASA

Scenery like this stretches as far as the

eye can see. ..or as far as your paddling,

cycling or meandering takes you...

along pristine waterways and scenic

roadways to the essence of what the

Eastern Shore of Maryland once was

and still is,

in Dorchester County.

Come surround yourself

in the heart of Chesapeake Country.

|pfc)|P3i||Lg!,^iMM^ii'<BU«iW i W il

Web site that tracks the doings of the

Mars rovers got more than half a bil-

lion hits—506,621,916 to be exact.

That's a record for NASA.
The solution to the quandary seems

obvious to me: send both robots and

people into space. Space exploration

needn't be an either/or transaction, be-

cause there's no avoiding the fact that

robots are better suited for certain tasks,

and people for others.

One thing is certain: in the coming

decades, the U.S. will need to call

upon multitudes of scientists and en-

reading of history tells me that people

need heroes. Nobody ever gave a

ticker-tape parade for a robot.

Twentieth-century America owed
much of its security and eco-

nomic strength to its support for sci-

ence and technology. Some of the

most revolutionary (and marketable)

technology of the past several decades

has been spun off the research done

under the banner of U.S. space explo-

ration: kidney dialysis machines, im-

plantable pacemakers, corrosion-resis-

How to recruit the scientists of the future?

Introduce a kid to an astronaut.

gineers from scores of disciphnes, and

astronauts will have to be extraordi-

narily well trained. The search for

evidence of past hfe on Mars, for in-

stance, will require top-notch biolo-

gists. But what does a biologist know
about planetary terrains? Geologists

and geophysicists will have to go, too.

Chemists will be needed to check out

the atmosphere and sample the soils.

If life once thrived on Mars, the re-

mains might now be fossilized, and so

perhaps we'U need a few paleontolo-

gists to join the fray. People who
know how to drill through kilometers

of soil and rock will also be must-

haves, because that's where Martian

water reserves might be hiding.

Where will aU those talented scien-

tists and technologists come from?

Who's going to recruit them? Person-

ally, when I give talks to students old

enough to decide what they want to

be when they grow up, but young
enough not to get derailed by raging

hormones, I need to offer them a tasty

carrot to get them excited enough to

become scientists. That task is made
easy if I can introduce them to astro-

nauts looking for the next generation

to share their grand vision of explo-

ration and join them in space. With-

out such inspiring forces behind me,

I'm just that day's entertainment. My
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tant coatings for bridges and monu-
ments (including the Statue of Lib-

erty), hydroponic systems for growing

plants, coUision-avoidance systems on

aircraft, digital imaging, infrared hand-

held cameras, cordless apphances, ath-

letic shoes, scratch-resistant sunglasses,

virtual reality. And that list doesn't

even include Tang.

Although solutions to a problem are

often the fi-uit of direct investments in

targeted research, the most revolution-

ary solutions tend to emerge from

cross-poUination with other disciplines.

Medical investigators might never have

known of X rays, since they do not

naturally occur in biological systems. It

took a physicist, Wilhelm Conrad

Rontgen, to discover them—light rays

that could probe the body's interior

with nary a cut from a surgeon.

Here's a more recent example of

cross-poUination. Soon after the Hub-
ble Space Telescope was launched in

April 1990, NASA engineers reaUzed

that the telescope's primary mirror

—

which gathers and reflects the light

from celestial objects into its cameras

and spectrographs—had been ground

to an incorrect shape. In other words,

the biUion-and-a-half-doUar telescope

was producing fuzzy images.

That was bad.

As if to make lemonade out of



lemons, though, computer algorithms

came to the rescue. Investigators at

the Space Telescope Science Institute

in Baltimore, Maryland, developed a

range of clever and innovative image-

processing techniques to compensate

for some of Hubble's shortcomings.

Turns out, maximizing the amount of

information that could be extracted

firom a blurry astronomical image is

technically identical to ma.ximizing

the amount of information that can

be extracted from a mammogram.
Soon the new techniques came into

common use for detecting early signs

of breast cancer.

But that's only part of the story.

In 1997, for Hubble's second servic-

ing mission (the first, in 1993, cor-

rected the faulty optics), shuttle astro-

nauts swapped in a brand-new, high-

resolution digital detector—designed

to the demanding specs ofastronomers

whose careers are based on being able

to see small, dim things in the cosmos.

That technology is now incorporated

in a minimally invasive, low-cost sys-

tem for doing breast biopsies, the next

stage after mammograms in the early

diagnosis of cancer.

So why not ask investigators to take

direct aim at the challenge of detecting

breast cancer? Why should innovations

in medicine have to wait for a Hubble-

size blunder in space? My answer may
not be politically correct, but it's the

truth: when you organize extraordi-

nary missions, you attract people of

extraordinary talent who might not

have been inspired by or attracted to

the goal of saving the world from can-

cer or hunger or pestilence.

Today, cross-poUination between

science and society comes about

when you have ample funding for

ambitious, long-term projects. Amer-
ica has profited immensely from a

generation of scientists and engineers

who, instead of becoming lawyers or

investment bankers, responded to a

challenging vision posed in 1961 by

President John F. Kennedy. "We in-

tend to land a man on the Moon,"
proclaimed Kennedy, welcoming the

citizenry to aid in the effort. That

generation, and the one that fol-

lowed, was the same generation of

technologists who invented the

personal computer. Bill Gates, co-

founder of Microsoft, was thirteen

years old when the U.S. landed an

astronaut on the Moon; Steve Jobs,

co-founder of Apple Computer, was

fourteen. The PC did not arise

from the mind of a banker or artist

or professional athlete. It was in-

vented and developed by a techni-

cally trained workforce, who had re-

sponded to the dream unfurled before

them, and were thrilled to become

scientists and engineers.

Yes, the world needs bankers and

artists and even professional athletes.

They, among countless others, create

the breadth of society and culture.

But ifyou want tomorrow to corne

—

ifyou want to spawn entire economic

sectors that didn't exist yesterday

—

those are not the people you turn to.

It's technologists who create that kind

of future. And it's visionary steps into

space that create that kind of technol-

ogist. I look forward to the day when
human beings travel the solar system

as if it's our own backyard—not only

with robots, but with real hve people,

guided by our timeless and boundless

need to explore.

Astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson is the

Frederick P. Rose Director oj the Haydeii Plan-

etarium in New York City. He was recently

appointed by President Bush to serve on the

nine-member President's Commission on Im-

plementation of United States Space Explo-

ration Pohcy.
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OUT THERE

Gas Guzzlers

Wlien great galaxies gobble gobs

of matter, new stars are born.

By Charles Liu

Young galaxies grow by mak-
ing lots of new stars. Those

stars begin to form when
diffuse gas collects into clouds; even-

tually the clouds collapse under their

own weight, and their cores become
hot and dense enough to ignite nu-

clear fusion. So if you spot a galaxy

whose mass is mostly interstellar gas,

it's probably still young and still

growing rapidly; in biUions of years,

as the galaxy passes through adoles-

cence and into maturity, it will con-

sume nearby gas clouds while its star

population proliferates.

By that benchmark, our own galaxy

is an old-timer. The Milky Way is

known, on independent grounds, to

be more than 10 biUion years old, and

the mass of its interstellar gas is only

about a hundredth that of its stars. It

could stiU grow by eating up its neigh-

bors—the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy, for

instance [see "Warp Factor," by Charles

Liu, April 2003]—thus adding ready-

made bunches of stars to its own stel-

lar population. Or, if the galaxy being

eaten also contains a large amount of

gas, a new burst of star formation

could take place.

Such episodes have happened in the

past and may happen again soon: a vast

river of gas is streaming toward the

Milky Way from two smaller, gas-rich

galaxies called the Magellanic Clouds,

perhaps foreshadowing their eventual

consumption by the Milky Way.

Astronomers have long wondered,

however, whether our galaxy is also

StiU forming stars the old-fashioned

way, by gathering clouds from diffrise

gas. In the past several

decades we've detected

hundreds of big, cold

gas clouds moving ra-

pidly all over the sky.

Some astronomers have

theorized that many of

those clouds are made
of interstellar gas left

over from the Milky

Way's youth—gas now
in orbit about our ga-

lactic environs and slowly being sucked

in. But it's been impossible to tell

whether the clouds are orbiting the

Milky Way, or simply occupying inter-

stellar space at large, random distances

from the galaxy—and thus not likely

ever to fall in and form stars.

Now a team of astronomers led by

David A. Thilker of the Johns Hop-
kins University in Baltimore has re-

ported an important new result that

addresses that question, albeit indi-

rectly. The team has found a system of

large, starless interstellar gas clouds

orbiting a nearby galaxy: Andromeda.

Andromeda is the Milky Way's sis-

ter in space. Both galaxies are spi-

rals of roughly the same age, with stars

strewn across flattened disks of roughly

the same size, more than 100,000 light-

years across. And they are only about

2.5 miUion light-years apart, barely a

stone's throw in intergalactic terms.

Together, they anchor the so-called

Local Group of galaxies, a loose aggre-

gate of several dozen collections of

stars, dust, and gas.

Andromeda's proximity and simHar-

False-color radio image sliows the Andromeda Galaxy (tilted blue

disk, center) and its surrounding hydrogen clouds. The blue disk,

approximately 100,000 light-years across, is all that is seen of

Andromeda in visible light; the red patches are swiftly moving

clouds of cold gas whose radio emissions were recently detected.

These clouds appear to orbit Andromeda and may eventually fall

into the galaxy, providing fuel for new generations of stars.

ity make it an important astronomical

laboratory. Stuck as we are in a corner

of our galaxy's stellar disk, we astrono-

mers need to look at the neighbors for

clues about what our own galaxy's

outer structure might be. The nearby

Magellanic Clouds and other dwarf

galaxies such as Sagittarius are too

small to serve as proxies for the MUky
Way; Andromeda, though, fits the bill

jtist fine.

Such a cosmic comparison is exactly

what's needed to test the large-scale

spacing of the big, cold gas clouds that

seem to be associated with the MiUcy

Way. The logic ofthe test goes Hke this:

First, assume that ifAndromeda has old

gas clouds orbiting around it, then the

Milky Way does too. Then look for a

set of orbiting clouds in Andromeda

and its vicinity. From our distant van-

tage point it should be possible, at least

in principle, to see clouds orbiting An-
dromeda even farther out than the

100,000-light-year diameter of its disk.

If the clouds do seem to be orbiting

Andromeda, then at least some of the

clouds near the Milky Way are prob-

ably orbiting our galaxy as well.
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Old, cold gas clouds don't show up

in oprical telescopes. But they do emit

radio waves twenty-one centimeters

long—about a tenth the wavelength

of an FM radio signal. So ThOker and

his colleagues trained the 8,000-ton

Green Bank Telescope (GBT) at the

National Radio Astronomy Observa-

tory in West Virginia in the direction

of Andromeda. With that instrument,

Thilker's group discovered more than

twenty distinct gas clouds within

150,000 Ught-years of Andromeda, as

well as an extensive system of gaseous

fdaments interlaced among them. The
motions of the clouds appear to be

those of an orbiting system, gravita-

tionally bound to the galaxy; a num-
ber of the clouds appear to be part of a

broad stream of gas more than 60,000

light-years long.

No one knows whether all the

clouds orbiting Andromeda are

left over from the galaxy's early history.

Some of them may be the gaseous

remnants of satellite galaxies swallowed

by the main galaxy long ago. Either

way, whenever one of the gas clouds

wanders too close to Andromeda, its

gas becomes fresh friel for the creation

of stars. It's Uke pouring Hghter fluid

onto a campfire of cosmic scale: the

staid old galaxy flares up in a new burst

of star birth, recalling the heady days

of its youth.

The existence of a gas cloud system

around Andromeda strongly suggests

that at least some of the isolated gas

clouds detected around the Milky

Way are also part of an orbiting en-

semble. That, in turn, would mean
that every so often, just as with An-
dromeda, our galaxy gets another in-

fusion of gas, which, soon thereafter,

begets a brand-new gaggle of stars.

With such regular refreshment, there

will be plenty of young stars in the

Milky Way for a long time to come

—

and, even as it cruises through midcOe

age, our galaxy wiU continue to grow.

Charles Liu is professor of astrophysics at the

City University ofNew York and an associate

at the American Museum of Natural History.

THE SKY IN APRIL

Mercury can be spotted for

the first few evenings of

April far to the west of

Venus. On the evening of

the 1st, Mercury shines at

magnitude 0.6 and sets at

about the end of twilight.

Look to the west-northwest-

ern horizon about forty-five minutes

after sunset. For the next several days

Mercury fades rapidly, to magnitude

1.6, and sets progressively earlier; by

the 5th the planet almost vanishes.

Inferior conjunction, the midpoint of

its passage between the Earth and

the Sun, takes place on the 17th.

Venus grows ever brighter in the

warming spring evenings. As April

begins, it's as high in the sky as it ever

gets at sunset, and sets about four

hours after the Sun. The early nights

of April have an extra treat in store:

the planet nearly crosses paths with

the Pleiades. On the 3rd, in fact,

Venus approaches so close—about

half a degree from the center of the

star cluster—that its dazzKng light will

probably overwhelm even the bright-

est star in the cluster. You may need

binoculars to see the cluster properly

then—though on other nights both

planet and cluster should be visible to

the unaided eye. Throughout April a

telescope shows Venus sHmming from

nearly half-Lit to a distinct crescent.

Mars opens the month shining at

magnitude 1.4, about 180 nxiUion

rrules from Earth, situated between

the V-shaped Hyades and the Pleiades

star clusters. It is hard to believe

such an unassuming point of Hght is

the same object that made headlines

last August when it passed so near

the Earth. Throughout April Mars

appears to "chase" Venus, recalling

the romantic affair of their mythical

namesakes. By month's end Mars

dims even further, to second mag-

nitude, and recedes to a distance of

By Joe Rao

more than 201 million

iniles from Earth.

Jupiter, though still a

splendid sight in the con-

stellation Leo, the lion, is

now well past its glorious

opposition of March 4..

Hence as twilight ends, the planet is

already high in the southeast. After

Venus, Jupiter may well be one of

the first "stars" you'll see as darkness

faUs. As dusk deepens, look for

the star Regulus, shining only about

one-twenty-eighth as brightly as

Jupiter, nine or ten degrees to the

planet's west. The Moon visits Jupiter

twice in April. On the evening of the

2nd, the planet shines with a bright

and silvery light to the right of the

Moon; by the 29th, just after sunset,

the Moon appears to hover almost

directly above Jupiter, high up in

the south.

Saturn, in the constellation Gemini,

the twins, is readily visible all month
long as a yellowish-vi'hite zero-mag-

nitude "star" in the western sky

during the first half of the night.

Even in a small telescope, Saturn

continues to tip its ring system to-

ward us with eerie elegance. On the

evening of the 24th the planet

dances with a fat crescent Moon.

The Moon waxes full on the 5th at

7:03 A.M. It wanes to last quarter on

the 11th at 11:46 p.m. and becomes

new on the 19th at 9:21 A.M. It

waxes to first quarter on the 27th at

1:32 P.M.

Spring ahead in much ot Canada and

the United States, as dayHght saving

time returns at 2:00 a.m. local time

on Sunday, the 4th. Remember to

set clocks forward one hour.

Unless otherwise noted, all times are giwn in

Eastern Daylight Time.
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At the Museum
American Museum S Natural History %J

EarthBulletin in the Cottesman Hall of Planet Earth

Science Bulletins

Bringing science news into the halls—and beyond

by Ashton Applewhite

New planets! New spe-

cies! Eruptions!

Quakes from space!

How can a museum present

science in a way that reflects

its dynamic nature? When the

IVIuseum opened a series of

permanent exhibition halls

—

the Hall of Biodiversity in

1997, the Cottesman Hall of

Planet Earth in 1999, and the

Cullman Hall of the Universe

in the Rose Center for Earth

and Space in 2000—it

wanted to be certain that

there were ways to present

current science. Enter the

EarthBulletin, BioBulletin,

and AstroBulletin: cutting-

edge science delivered elec-

tronically on plasma screens,

touch-screen kiosks, and the

IVIuseum Web site (http://

sciencebulletins.amnh.org/).

Each Bulletin is housed in

its respective hall and presents

current science in three for-

mats: documentary feature

stories, data visualizations,

and weekly news about events

like the rover Spirit's landing

en Mars, the devastating earth-

quake in the Iranian city of

Bam, or the dire consequences

of illegal logging in Indonesia.

Created in high-definition

digital video and projected on

large plasma screens at four

times the resolution of stan-

dard television, the Bulletins

look spectacular. "It can be

a challenge to convey the

dynamic nature of science in a

museum setting, and that's

why we're excited about the

Bulletins," says Mike Novacek,

Senior Vice President and

Provost of Science. "The com-

bination of compelling images

and 'breaking news' really en-

gages visitors in what's hap-

pening across the sciences and

around the world."

Staff scientists collaborate

intensively on the content of

each program. "The combina-

tion of high production values

with demanding editorial stan-

dards really makes the Science

Bulletins unique," comments

Rosamond Kinzler, Director of

the National Center for Science

Literacy, Education and Tech-

nology, a group within the De-

partment of Education that

works to extend the scientific

and cultural resources of the

Museum beyond its walls. The

overall editorial content is

overseen by Michael Shara,

Curator-in-Charge, Department

of Astrophysics, Edmond

Mathez, Curator, Department

of Earth and Planetary Science,

and Eleanor Sterling, Director,

Center for Biodiversity and

Conservation.

The documentary features

are five- to seven-minute high-

definition videos that follow

men and women into the field

as they conduct their research.

Describing the $80,000 cam-

era as "a computer on your

shoulder," Director of Photog-

raphy Jason Leichuk gets to

hoist it while chest-deep in

Thailand's Andaman Sea

shooting mangroves, or lean-

ing out the belly of a fixed-

wing Cessna to pan across the

Arctic National Wildlife

Refuge. Keeping all the gear

working is only part of the job.

The other part is figuring out

how to tell the story, which, ac-

cording to Leichuk, is largely a

matter of being in the right

place at the right time. "There



are going to be a series of sin-

cere, real moments that you

cannot re-create. A good docu-

mentary is usually based on

getting a bunch ofthem"

—

like the moment that the first

herd of wild horses to roam

free in Mongolia in 50 years

thundered out of their crates

and into the Gobi Desert.

Scientists now study ex-

tremely complex phenomena

using massive amounts of

computer-generated data, and

these data have to be rendered

visually in order to be compre-

hensible. Staffscientist Ned

Gardiner is the team's expert

in the remote sensing technol-

ogy on which this component

of the Bulletins is based.

"We're the first generation of

humans to be able to step

back and see Earth," he ob-

serves. "The first astronauts

were changed forever by see-

ing the thin blue line separat-

ing life as we know it from the

vast emptiness of deep

space." That fragile envelope

tion biologists, planners, and

ecologists like Gardiner him-

self put it to use. Staff scientist

and geophysicist Al Duba

observes that the EarthBulletin

helps visitors understand how

the planet works, "which helps

them make informed deci-

sions in important areas like

conservation, mitigating

cano, for example, or a black

hole devouring a companion

star. Reporting these high-

concept research programs

is tough, especially when it

comes to astrophysics.

"You're typically using special-

ized scientific terminology, the

time and space scales are

huge, and you're describing

Compelling images and breaking

news engage visitors in

what's happening in the sciences.

hazards, and maintaining a

healthy environment."

Animator and production

designer Bill Bourbeau creates

animations for the features and

the data visualizations. "I have

to learn the science in layman's

terms and then translate it

graphically," he explains. His

toughest recent task was to

make an animation of the first

10,000 years after the Big Bang

for a story on cosmic micro-

phenomena that are invisi-

ble," points out Research

Scientist Orsola De Marco.

"And you have to convey why

they're important."

The technical challenge

comes from working in so

many different media types. A

staff of only 14, not counting

the scientific advisors and

Rose Center staffwho provide

technical assistance, does all

the production, "which is rare

Distribution Manager Len

Siegfried with a grin. It took

many hours of figuring out the

encoding process, a high-

bandwidth Internet connec-

tion for the Museum, and the

evolution of MPEG2 technol-

ogy. But now, for the cost of

the basic hardware plus a

modest subscription fee, sci-

ence centers, museums, and

other sites can receive the Bul-

letins online every week like

clockwork. Twenty institutions

in 14 states and Canada are al-

ready on board, including five

NASA facilities.

Trakinski loves working with

her "phenomenally talented"

Bulletins crew, as well as the

opportunity to document sci-

ence in action. She's observed

cosmic microwave radiation

with scientists in Antarctica

and traveled to Sioux City,

Iowa, to cover the birth an ox-

like animal called a gaur, the

first endangered species to be

cloned. This "inside scoop" on

how science is done enables

Left to right: Science Bulletins crew working on the BioBulletin Wild at Heart, about elephants in Thailand; Breaking News In Astronomy: Extrasolar Planets

(Illustration created by NASA); Data visualization: Vietnam land cover (data source: NASA's Landsat 7)

and its contents are the focus

of the Bulletins' Earth and Bio

data visualizations, which use

NASA satellite data to bring

complex, large-scale, and long-

term natural phenomena to

life, such as changes overtime

in the ozone hole, sea ice ex-

tent, sea surface temperature,

land cover, fires, and urban

sprawl. Annotations explain

the information contained in

the data, and how conserva-

wave background radiation. "I

had to create a dynamic system

that matched the physics the

scientists were telling me
about, and at the same time

make something that was inter-

esting to watch," he explained.

The Bulletins also use com-

pelling 3-D graphics to report

on a weekly basis on changes

in the biosphere, Earth events,

and news from space—explo-

sions from an Ecuadorian vol-

in this field," comments Se-

nior Producer Vivian Trakinski.

The Bulletins were designed

with the idea of disseminating

them to other museums, but

this involved a technical first:

encoding high-definition video

efficiently enough to enable

distribution and weekly updat-

ing over the Internet. "Now I'd

call it cutting-edge technology,

but when I first came, it was

bleeding edge," acknowledges

the Bulletins to engage mu-

seum visitors across the coun-

ty in the nature and scope of

ongoing scientific discovery of

the highest caliber.

The AstroBulletin is generously

supported by Toyota Motor North

America, Inc. Signijicant educational

and programming support is provided

by the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration (NASA). The

EarthBulletin is generously supported

by Morgan Stanley. Fundingfor the

BioBulletin provided by The New York

Times Company Foundation.

The contents of these paces are provided to Natural History by the American Museum of Natural History.



Museum Events
American Museum o Natural History ^
EXHIBITIONS
Exploratorium/AMNH

Through August i^

This exhibition invites visitors

to explore fundamental

concepts and phenomena in

the natural sciences. Fun,

hands-on displays clustered

around four themes—Earth

processes, rotation, mirrors

and illusion, and pendulums

—

encourage audiences of all

ages and all levels to investi-

gate and play.

Exploratorium/AMNH is funded in part by

a grant from the Small Business Adminis-

tration. For information on accessibility,

call 212-769-5100.

Seasons ofLife and Land:

Arctic National Wildlife Refuge

Through September 6

Over 40 large-format color

photographs by conservationist

Subhankar Banerjee focus on

the interdependence of land,

water, wildlife, and humanity

in Alaska's Arctic Refuge.

Petra: Lost City ofStone

Through July 6

This exhibition tells the story,

of a thriving metropolis at the

crossroads of the ancient

world's major trade routes.

In New York, Petro: Lost Oty ofStone is

made possible by Banc ofAmerica

Securities and Con Edison. The American

Museum of Natural History also gratefully

acknowledges the generous support of

Lionel I. Pincus and HRH Princess Firyal

and ofThe Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.

This exhibition is organized by the

American Museum of Natural History,

New York, and the Cincinnati Art Museum,

under the patronage of Her Majesty Queen

Rania Al-Abdullah of the Hashemite

Kingdom of Jordan. Air transportation

generously provided by Royal Jordanian.

The Bedouin ofPetra

Through July 6

Photojournalist Vivian Ronay's

evocative color photographs

document the Bedoul group

of Bedouin tribes living near

the archaeological site of Petra

in Jordan.

This exhibition is made possible by the

generosity of the Arthur Ross Foundation.

The Butterfly Conservatory.

Tropical Butterflies Alive

in Winter

Through Mayp
The butterflies are back!

This popular exhibition

includes more than 500 live,

free-flying tropical butterflies

in an enclosed tropical

habitat where visitors can

mingle with them.

The Butterfly Conseruatory is made
possible through the generous support

of Bernard and Anne Spitzer

li-Pe,iwsflv(

LECTURES
WNET Innovation Series

Thursday, 4/8

'/:00 p.m.

A preview

screening of

"Healing Cell,"

an exploration

of cutting-edge

biomedical breakthroughs, part

ofThirteen/WNET New York's

Innovation series for PBS.

Lords and Lemurs

Thursday, 4/35, y:oo p.m.

Alison Jolly discusses

conservation in Madagascar,

a country where tribal kings,

ex-colonialists, and powerful

multinationals all have a

stake. Book signing follows.

FIELD TRIPS

Spring Bird Walks

in Central Park

Eight Tuesdays, 4/6-^/2^

j:oo-cj:oo a.m.

Eight Wednesdays, 4//-^/26

j:oo-g:oo a.m.

Eight Thursdays, 4/8-^/2/

7:00-9:00 a.m. or

g:oo-ii:oo a.m.

Observe the spring migration

of birds in Central Park with

Museum naturalists.

FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S
PROGRAMS
Dr. Nebula Explores:

Light and Optics

Sunday, 4/38, y.oo-4:oo p.m.

{Ages 4 and up, accompanied

hy an adult)

Dr. Nebula and his apprentice

Scooter expose the mysteries

of light and optics.

Astro Favorites

for 4- to 6-Year-Olds

Three Thursdays, 4/i^-2g

4:oo-y.}op.m.

{Ages 4-6, each child with

one adult)

Our most popular children's

workshops, Einstein:

Adventures in Light; I Want

to Be an Astronaut; and

Moons, Meteorites, and

Mars, are now available

as a discounted series.

Tourists entering Petra through the Siq



Life on Mars?

Saturday, 4/24

i2:}o-2:oo p.m. (Ages 8-10)

^:oo-4:]0 p.m. (Ages n-i^)

Learn how humans might

survive on Mars: from

recycling water, to growing

your own food, to what

to do in your spare

time.

HAYDEN PLANETARIUM
PROGRAMS
2004 ISAAC AS I MOV
MEMORIAL PANEL DEBATE

The Dark Side

Wednesday, 4/21, y:]o p.m.

A lively debate on all that is dark

and unknown in the universe.

Made possible through the generosity of

the Asimov family and friends.

The Antennae Galaxies, NCC4038 and NCC403g, are colliding.

Space Explorers:

The Moon and Its Phases

Tuesday, 4/1}, 4:^0-^:4^ p.m.

(Ages 10 and up)

On the second Tuesday of

each month, kids can learn

under the stars of the Hayden

Planetarium Space Theater.

Starry Nights

Live Jazz

Friday,

April 2

5:30 and

7:00 p.m.

Rose Center

for Earth

and Space

Joe Chambers and the

Urban Grooves Band

Tune in to the 5:30 set live

on WBGO Jazz 88, hosted

by Momingjazz's Gary

Walker.

Starry Nights is made possible by

Lead Sponsor Verizon and Associate

Sponsors CenterCare Health Plan,

Constellation NewEnergy, and

WNBC-TV.

TUESDAYS IN THE DOME
Virtual Universe:

The Distance Stepladder

Tuesday, April 6, 6:}o-j:}op.m.

This Just In. .

.

April's Hot Topics

Tuesday, April 20

6:]o-'/:]o p.m.

Celestial Highlights:

The Comet Is Coming (Maybe)

Tuesday, April 2y

Gi^o-y.jo p.m.

COURSES
AU about Telescopes

Four Mondays, 4/26-^/iy

6:^o-8:}o p.m.

Introduction to Astronomy

Six Mondays, 4/ig-^/24

6:}0-8:}0 p.m.

Stellar Death

Five Thursdays, 4/i-2g

6:]o-8:}o p.m.

Scientific Explosion:

The Expanding Universe

Five Thursdays, 4/i~2g

6:jo-8:]o p.m.

Photons to Photos

Four Tuesdays, 4/6-2'/

6:}o-8:}op.m.

LECTURES
Galaxies and

the Cosmic Frontier

Monday, 4/19, y.jo p.m.

With William Waller,

NASA's New England

Space Science Initiative

in Education.

The Acceleration

of the Universe

Monday, 4/26, 7:30 p.m.

With Ruth Daly, Penn State

University.

PLANETARIUM SHOWS
SonicYision

Fridays and Saturdays

•j:}0, 8:}o, g:}0, and io:}op.m.

A mind-warping musical and

visual roller-coaster ride.

SonicVhion is made possible by

generous sponsorship and technology

support from Sun Microsystems, Inc.

The Searchfor Life:

Are We Alone?

Narrated by Harrison Ford

Made possible through the generous

support of Swiss Re.

Passport to the Universe

Narrated by Tom Hanks

LARGE-FORMAT FILMS
LeFrak Theater

Volcanoes ofthe Deep Sea

Explore Earth's most hostile

environments and its strangest

creatures, and consider the

implications for our search for

life in the universe.

India: Kingdom ofthe Tiger

A glorious tribute to this

magnificent land and its great-

est ambassador—the mighty

Bengal tiger.

INFORMATION
Call 212-769-5100 or visit

www.amnh.org.

TICKETS AND
REGISTRATION
Call 212-769-5200,

Monday-Friday,

9:00 a.m.-5:oo p.m.,

or visit www.amnh.org.

A service charge may apply.

All programs are subject to

change.

Become a Member of tlie

American Museum of Natural History

As a Museum Member you will be among the first to em-

bark on new journeys to explore the natural world and the

cultures of humanity. You'll enjoy:

• Unlimited free general

admission to the Museum
and special exhibitions, and

discounts on Space Shows

and IMAX® films

• Discounts in the Museum
Shop, restaurants, and on

program tickets

• Free subscription

to Natural History

magazine and to Rotunda,

our newsletter

• Invitations to Members-

only special events,

parties, and exhibition

previews

For further information, call 212-769-5606

or visit www.amnh.org.

The contents of these paces are provided To Natural History by the American Museum of Natural History
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No-Fly Zone
By Robert Zimmerman

For Aleksandr Balandin the smell was quite foul.

It was his job, as he moved weightlessly around

the Mir space station, to care for six quaU

chicks. The chicks had recendy hatched from the eggs

he and Anatohy Solovyov had carefiilly monitored for

more than two weeks. The two cosmonauts were

desperately trying to keep the birds ahve.

In zero gravity, though, nothing worked in the usual

way. Bird droppings, for instance, didn't do what

bird droppings do on Earth:

they didn't drop. The cosmo-

nauts had tried to catch the

waste by rigging the bird's liv-

ing area with a fme mesh net.

But the droppings kept sticking

to the birds, floating behind

them like gooey slime. Ba-

landin had to clean the chicks

by hand, again and again.

The trouble was, there was

nothing to be done about the

awfiil smell. The space station

was orbiting about 300 rrdles

above the Earth, so Balandin

and Solovyov couldn't very

well throw open a window to

clear the air.

I interviewed Balandin in

Moscow in 2002, twelve years

after his adventures aboard a quail in hand

Mir. A soft-spoken man with

an easy sense ofhumor, he told me he found the situ-

ation ironic. He and Solovyov had Uved and worked
on the orbiting space station for nearly half a year.

Soon after their arrival, on February 11, 1990, they

discovered that the exterior insulation on the space-

craft that had ferried them from Earth was badly torn.

The Soyuz TM-9 was their ticket back, and so they

had been forced to make two death-defying space

walks to fLx the damage. On the first one, both men
nearly sulfocated when the air supply to their space

suits threatened to qtut.

But Balandin remembers that, despite the perils

the two merj faced trying to fbx their lifeboat, their

attempt to keep the baby quaU alive had seemed

more daunting. He admitted that his greatest enthu-

siasm aboard Mir had been caring for the quaU. If

future space voyagers could breed birds, he reasoned,

they would have an inexhaustible supply of food.

The baby-quail saga had begun as one of the ex-

periments scheduled during thefr mission. Ba-

landin and Solovyov had placed thirty-five quail eggs

inside an incubator. Then they spent thirty minutes a

day monitoring the eggs. After fourteen days of nail-

biting suspense, a healthy chick hatched, becoming

the first living creature ever to be born in space. In the

next week, five more chicks popped from their eggs.

But setbacks quickly overshadowed this success.

As each chick emerged from its egg, it flapped its

wings madly, trying (but faihng) to control its move-

ments in the weightless at-

mosphere. To help the birds

adapt, the men transferred

them to a customized cage.

Leg bands tethered each

chick, positioning it so that its

beak was close to suppHes of

water and birdseed.

"It didn't work," Balandin

said. The chicks' neck muscles

seemed too weak to maneuver

their heads, to peck at the

seeds, or to take in water. With
nourishment only inches away,

the quaU were starving. "So we
helped them feed," Balandin

continued. "We put seeds in

their mouths." Every day, over-

coming his aversion to the

stench, he opened each bird's

mouth and inserted birdseed

down its throat.

But Balandin's heartfelt eSbrts were for naught.

In the following weeks all six chicks died. The alien

environment of the space station was more than

their fragile bodies could handle.

Yet the experiment was not entirely a failure. Ba-

landin's selfless labors illustrate how human eflbrts

to expand into space could make what is now a hos-

tile, barren emptiness into a livable habitat of

unimaginable scope—not just for people, but for

whatever life we bring along.

Robert Ziiimennaii writes about the history of space explo-

ration. His most recent book is Leaving Earth: Space Sta-

tions, Rival Superpowers, and the Quest for Interplane-

tary Travel (Joseph Henry Press, 2003).
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Advertisement

A floor lamp that spreads

sunshine all over a room
Tlie Balanced Spectrum floor lamp brings many of the benefits

ofnatural daylight indoors for glare-free lighting that's perfect

for a variety of indoor activities...itow

available for under $80!

/-»/-» - r /-s /• •

'

Ever since tlte first human went into

a dark cave and built afire, people

have realized the importance ofproper

indoor lighting. Unfortunately, since Edison

invented the light bulb, lighting technology

has remained relatively prehistoric. Modem
lightfixtures do little to combat many

symptoms of improper lighting, such as

eyestrain, dryness or burning. As more

and more of us spend longer hours in front

ofa computer monitor, the residts are com-

pounded. And the effects of indoor lighting

are not necessarily limited to physical -well

being. Many people believe that the quantity

and quality of light can play a part in one's

mood and -work performance. Now, there's

a better way to bring the positive

benefits ofnatural sunlight indoors.

Use the

Balanced

Spectrum''

floor lamp.

The Balanced

Spectrum" floor

lamp will change the

way you see and feel

about your living or

work spaces. Studies

show that sunshine

can lift your mood
and your energy

levels, but as we
all know the sun,

unfortunately, does

not always shine.

So to bring the

benefits of natural

daylight indoors,

use the floor lamp

^^^^^»- ' -^ that simulates the

^^^^B| ', ^- fuU spectrum of

^^^^p> ^^^^ daylight. You wUl

^^^^B| <R ; see with more clarity

^^^^^^ W 9 and enjoyment as

this lamp provides

sharp visibility for

close tasks and

reduces eyestrain.

Its 27-watt compact bulb is the equivalent

to a 150-vvatt ordinary light bulb. This

makes it perfect for activities such as

reading, writing, sewing, needlepoint,

and especially for aging eyes.

..at work...

...and when you
need a source

of natural light

for close-up tasks.

You don 't need

the Sun to get

many of the natural

benefits of daylight

• Replicates the true spectrum

of natural sunligtit

• See v/ittj clarity and enjoyment

• Creates natural, glare-free light

• Dual position switch for 27 and 18

watts ofpower is equivalent to ISO

and 100-watt incandescent bulb

• Provides sharp visibility

• Elevating and luminous

• Flexible gooseneck design

• Instant-on, flicker-free light

What's the difference

with Balanced Spectrum™?

The value of a light source Is measured by how

well it renders all colors of the visible spectrum

without bias. The Color Rendering Index (CRI) is

meosured on a scale of 1-100. The bulb used

in the Balanced Spectrum " lamp is on excep-

tional light source vflth a CRI of 84. This will

provide better vision and energy savings

through a full spectrum of light with o brighter

bluish tint versus the same area lit

by lighting with more of an

orange or reddish tint.

Height as shown: 50"

We've looked at lots of lights, but
this one offered the benefit of dual

light levels of 27 and 18 watts of

power equivalent to 150 and 100-

watt incandescent bulbs. This lamp

has a flexible gooseneck design for maxi-

mum efficiency, with an "Instant On"
switch that is flicker-free. The high-tech

electronics, user-friendly design, and bulb

that lasts five times longer than an ordi-

nary bulb make this product a must-have.

Try the Balanced Spectrum™ floor

lamp with this special offer! Due to

our o\'erwhelming customer response,

TechnoScout can offer this fantastic floor

lamp for under a $80. The Balanced

Spectrum'" floor lamp also comes with a

The Balanced Spectrum ' floor lamp will

change the viiay you see and feel about
your living or work spaces.

This light can change the
way you live and work

As a commercial photographer, I proba-

bly give tjiore attention to lighting than

most people and therefore was impressed

with the smooth, soft daylight quality of
your lamp.

Dennis M.

Richmond, VA

/ sit in my comfortable chair after my
husband has gone to bed, and I turn that

lamp on. It makes it so nice because it's

like daylight over my chair. . . I don't get

sore eyes like I used to.

Grace A.

Margate, FL
Results may vary.

Technology revolutionizes

the light bulb

• S, 000 hours bulb life

• Energy efficient

• Shows true colors

one-year manufacturer's Umited warranty

and TechnoScout's exclusive home trial.

Try this product for 60 days and return

it for the full product purchase price if

not completely sahsfied.

Balanced Spectrum" floor lamp

was $99:95, now...

item# ZM-3269 Only $79.95 + S&H

Please mention promotional code 26511.

For fastest service, call toll-free 24 hours a day

800-399-7853 ^sm^s
To order b'y mail with check or moiici/ order, or by credit

card, please call for total amount plus S&H. To charge it

to your credit card, enclose your account number and

expiration dale.

Virginia residettts only—please add 43% sales tax.

For quick and easy online ordering

of your Balanced Spectrum floor lamp, go to

www.fullspectrumlamp.com

IechnoScout
1998 Ruffin Mill Road
Colonial Heights, VA 23834

All rights reserved © 2004 TechnoBrands. Inc.
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AFTER WALKING TO THE

ENDS OF THE EARTH
HE CLIMBED TO THE TOP OF IT.

M.

Eriing Kagge is a man of steely resolve. Carrying food, water, conviction and himself, he walked to the

South Pole alone in 50 days. Afeat made onlythe more unbelievable because before he trekked south,

he laid claim to skiing to the North Pole. Both times, he traveled without dogs, motorized equipment

or contact with the outside world. With the ends of the world behind him, he set out to climb to the top of

it. He did so, easily taking Everest's peak. As the first person to take all three poles, he offers sage advice

for those willing to follow his intrepid footsteps: "Think ahead, travel light and leave your fears behind."
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